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Plot sweetens for two-year colleges
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Mitchell leaves
sidelines after
40-year career
Page 6A
NATIONAL

Kidnapped
girls are
found safe
GALESBURG, Mich. (AP) —
Two little girls missing since
the got off their -school bus.
last week were found in Florida
today, apparently unharmed.
Three men traveling with the
girls were taken into custody,
FBI agent Chuck Whistler said
in Detroit.
Jessica Hainer, 6, and
Teresa Hainer, 9, were found
about midmorning in Daytona
Beach, Fla., the FBI said.
Authorities had said Monday
they were very close to finding
the girls, who were spotted in
Florida over the weekend.
The girls were dropped off
about three miles from their
home Friday by a school bus
driver who then saw them get
into a car with three men. Officials have not explained why
the girls got out of the bus so
far from home.
The three men in the car
were later identified as Ricky
Geer, 19, Ronald Stafford, 21,
and Stafford's brother Lee, 17.
The. Staffords know the sisters
and their father, Jesse Hainer,
but authorities have declined to
discuss a motive. Whistler
wouldn't comment on whether
the three men in custody today
were Geer and the Staffords.
The group was spotted Sunday by an off-duty officer, University of Florida police Sgt.
Mitchal Welsh, who struck up a
conversation with them at a car
wash in Gainesville, Fla.
The officer at the time didn't
know about the Michigan kidnapping but was suspicious
when the men talked about being on spring break. He had relatives who lived hear Galesburg and he knew they hadn't
had spring break yet, he said.
"Without proper knowledge
of the kidnapping, I couldn't go
further in my questioning," he
told The Gainesville Sun.
The officer realized hours la,ter they were wanted in
Michigan.
_
WEATHER
Tonight...Showers ending followed by decreasing clouds.
.Low in the lower 40s. Northwest wind diminishing to around 10 mph. Chance of rain 50
percent.
Wednesday...Sunny. High 55
to 60.
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•Patton,
Wethington spar
over proposed plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton defended his
plans to separate the University
of Kentucky from its community
colleges as he went head-to-head
with UK President Charles
Wethington in a televised debate.
Wethington said Monday night
that Patton's plan to strip the
two-year colleges from UK "is
fundamentally flawed" and "wilt
hurt students the worst" by placing them "into a political bureaucracy in Frankfort."
The two appeared-on a Kentucky, Educational Television
call-in show.
Patton is expected to recom-

mend Wednesday that the sommunity colteges and the state's
technical schools be operated
under a newly created board.
He is scheduled to make his
plan public in a speech on KET
at 10 a.m. EST Wednesday. Patton then is to begin a promotional
tour with stops at 12 community
college campuses. The first two
stops are to be at Ashland and
Maysville on Wednesday
afternoon.
In the KET forum with
Wethington, Patton denied that
his plan would hurt students, and
he stopped just short of accusing
Wethington of using scare tactics
to help UK keep the community
colleges.
"Charles, I think you know
that I'm a loyal supporter of the
University of Kentucky," Patton

the place that my children went
to school?': Patton said: referaig
to UK.
Patton said he didn't "want
this political fight" over stripping the community colleges, but
would pursue it reluctantly to improve work force training in the
state.

GOV. PAUL PATTON
said.
"Can you figure out why that I
would propose something that is
not in the best interests of the
place that I went to school and

In response, Wethington said,
"Governor, I think you're just
ill-advised. I think you're not
talking to the group that ... are
most important to us, and that is
the students that are being served
by the community colleges ....
Don't strip away the opportunity
for a person of relatively poor
means in West Kentucky or East
Kentucky to start in (UK) when
_he or she may not be able to
come onto Lexington to begin
with."

Meanwkile, Pawn is tying an
offer of a sutottantial increase in
funding for community colleges
to a change in the vkay they are
run.
Patton also told community
college presidents during a private meeting in his office earlier
Monday that he is virtually certain he will ask the General Assembly to separate them from
UK.
Elizabethtown Community
College President Chuck Stebbins
said the connection was very
clear.
"It would_ be not available if
the changes he was looking for
were not made," Stebbins said.
"The funding is tied to his
IN See Page 2

MES wants firm
commitments for
broadband system
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Instead of spending $40,000 on
a broadband feasibility study,
Murray Electric System board
members may go fishing instead.
But to land the big one, that
being a state-of-the-art interactive
communications network, MES
wants to know how hungry people are for it.
MES Tony Thompson said the
board is cautious at this point.
"We're going to try to get
some kind of committment from
not only the city, but possibly
from the university and some of
the other big users before we
spend the money on a full-blown
study," Thompson said following
an MES board meeting Monday.
The technology is a fiber-optic
broadband communications network with a $2.6 million price
tag.
The larger users include Mur-

ray State University, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, the
school systems and possibly Murray Cablecomm (formerly Murray
Cablevision).
For about a year, MES has
been researching bioadband communications. That research included a trip to Glasgow where
the system was pioneered.
The fully interactive fiber-optic
network can carry many services
like cable television, Internet access and telephone capabilities to
any home through a single cable.
MES recently paid a Tennessee
firm $10,000 to conduct a preliminary feasibility study. Now
Electrotek Concepts Inc. of
Knoxville wants MES to spend
another $40,000 on a full study
where more precise information
will be provided.

BERNARD KANE/Led9er & Imes photo

FIRE DESTROYS BARN: A hay barn owned by Roger Hudson was destroyed by fire early Monday
morning. The Calloway County Fire Rescue department responded to the scene with four trucks and nine
firefighters. No value has yet been determined.

• See Page 2

State's
colleges
have to
take credits

Rockets launched
to unlock
comet's nature
By EDUARDO MONTES
Associated Press Writer
WHITE SANDS MISSILE
RANGE, N.M.(AP) — The man
who helped discover the HaleBopp comet watched as the first
in a series of arrow-like rockets
was launched to unlock the
comet's secrets.
The rocyet launched Monday
night carried a telescope that
would try to detect whether the
comet contains the gases neon
and argon.
"When we're studying the
comets like this, we're getting
some real clues about what conditions were like at the formation
of the universe. It's like a time
machine going back 41/3 billion
years," Alan Hale said.
The gases form only under certain conditions. If the gases are
found, they could help determine
when and where the comet originated, said James Green, University of Colorado astronomer conducting the experiment.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
This fall for the first time, students who attend one public college or university in Kentucky
will be assured they will be able
to transfer credits to other
institutions.
But there are still a number of
conditions, and for many students, getting credit for courses
they have taken elsewhere is still
liable to be a hit-and-miss
proposition.
It took a law to force public
universities and community colleges to recognize even the basic
courses taught at other institutions. Eventually, the eight universities and 14 community colleges will each give credit to 60
core course credit hours in 188
programs. The first 55 were approved Monday by the Council
on Higher Education.
"It really is an ironclad guarantee for students," said Tony
Newberry of the University of
Kentucky community college
system.
The guarantee, though, is only
good if the entire 60-hour package of basic education and major•See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/L.0w

Timm photo

ON THE HUNT: Lauren Johnson, on the prowl for Easter eggs,
Is helped along by Calloway County Preschool leacher Miss Kay during Monday's hunt. Twenty students took part In the hunt for almost
150 plastic eggs.

The rocket is the first of four
being launched to collect data on
the comet's coitiposition, including gas emissions and dust particks. Each carries a different set
of instruments.
The rockets won't reach orbit.
The highest will go 240 miles
high and provide only five minutes of data before parachuting

"It's like a time ma12
chine going back 4/
billion years."
Alan Hale
Discoverer

back. But telescopic equipment
can provide a clearer picture than
possible from Earth, bringing
back information scientists may
never get otherwise.
University of Wisconsin astronomer Walt Harris said the rockets help fill gaps between observations-made on the ground and
those made in space by equipment like the Hubble telescope.
Hale-Bopp is one of the largest
comets ever cataloged, with a tail
estimated at 10 million to 20 million miles in length. It is roughly
three to four times bigger than
Halley's comet,
Green indicated it could take
several months to analyze data
from the experiment. He said the
results could provide a small
piece of the puzzle over the birth
of the universe.
"It is not going to happen in
our lifetime that we are going to
get the final answer," said
Green. "But we are making
Progress."
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•MES...
FROM PAGE 1

Paducah recently had such a
study completed at a cost of
$80,000. Thompson said MES is
not ready to spend that kind of
mnoney without a commitment
from the system's larger users.
"That's why we need to go to
the city and the other big users,"
he said.
Glasgow and the Paducah
Power System began looking at
broadband as a way to directly
compete with their local cable
providers, both of which had a
history of raising customer rates.
But opponents of the system
have been outspoken about a
governmental entity going into
competition with private industry.
Thompson proposes MES take
a different approach.
"We don't want to go head to
head with the cable company,"
Thompson said. "Let's face it, if

Ledger &Times
1001 WhItnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

we go into the (cable business),
that's going to create a major
change for us and we know Murray Cable will not just roll over
and play dead."
Thompson's proposal is that
MES build the infrastructure of
the system and lease' space on
the lines to private industry.
"If we build it, we would be
responsible for all the maintainence of it. I think that would be
an attractive opportunity (for a
company) to get rid of all maintainence headaches," he said.
According to Thompson's
proposal, that could be done by
creating a separate telecommunications utlity with a separate
board and bookkeeping system.
Thompson said he would like
to reduce the number of cables
now being used on utility poles
and pave one single cable carry
all the services offered. There are
several advantages to this,
Thompson said.
"It would clean up a lot of the
clearance problems we have now
around the city with the big
trucks. It would also put a lot less
strain on the poles and it would
release the cable and telephone

companies of a lot of the liability
of maintainence of them," he
said. "If something happens to a
pole, it would be our responsibility to fix it. They (telephone and
cable) can focus on just being
providers which is what they're
good at."
Thompson said it makes sense
for MES to build the system because the company is the only
one licensed to work in the area
of power lines (located at the top
of every utility pole). Companies
that lease space on the poles have
to run lines lower to keep from
intefering with the electrical
lines.
"I would like to get all this
stuff off the poles and have one
fiber-optic cable run throughout
the city. If we install it, it could
be placed at the top with the electrical lines,-7 he said.
Broadbakd technology offers
power companies many options
which are attractive to smaller
companies like MES and its provider the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Through a broadband system,
MES could read residential meters without having to leave the
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main building (which would cut
down on current manpower
needs) and manage electrical usage during peak hours.
Thompson feels the services
offered by broadband technology
are a benefit to Murray even if
the need is not great at this time.
"Probably only one out of every 10 (MES) customers have a
computer and want Internet access right now. But, we know
technology is heading in that direction and sometime in the future, they will," he said. "But is it
fair to tell our customers that
they will have to pay for it now
with higher rates, I don't think
so. That's why we need to get
(other entities) involved."
The city is currently preparing
to negotiate a renewal of Murray
Cablecomm's franchise, which
expires in 1999.
"As long as (Murray Cablecomm) assures the cable commission that citizens will get the best
rate and service possible, (the
commission) is not going to feel
the need to try and get another
provider. That's not our business
anyway," he said.

•Two-year colleges...
Ika letter to the college presidents last week, Patton barely
touched on the topic of governance, but said he wanted to provide an additional $11.7 million
in taxpayer funding to the community colleges. The message on
Monday was -that the money was
tied to the governing question.
Some legislators have been
shown a draft of a plan that,
among other things, would put
the community colleges and Kentucky TECH system under a new
governing board, it was reported
last week.
Maysville Community College
President -James -Shires said his
colleagues understand the need to
improve the relationship between
the community colleges and the
technical schools.
"It's just that we don't agree
the best way to do that is to take
us away from UK. That's our
basic disagreement," Shires said.

FROM PAGE 1
proposal."
Patton said he did not get
much support from the
presidents.
"I didn't see anybody stand up
and agree with me," Patton said
after the meeting.
Instead, the group told him the
current system, in which the twoyear campuses are run by the
state university in Lexington, is
"working well, and there's no
need to change it," Patton said.
Patton has said many, times
that Kentucky's system of public
education after high :school —
universities, community colleges,
Kentucky TECH vocationaltechnical schools — needs an
overhaul.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation

dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

The University of Kentucky is
opposed to the idea and has been
running radio and television commercials extolling the current
system.
Henderson Community College
President Pat Lake said neither
side was persuaded by the other
at the meeting Monday.
Lake said the community colleges' link with UK is important
to their students.
"They express preference —
quite frequently, lately — that the
transcripts and diplomas say
'University of Kentucky,"' Lake
said.
"These people are very dedicated. They're adults, they're
voters.
I hope that policy makers 'will listen to our students,"
Lake said.
Patton said he intends to call a
special session of the legislature
to begin on May 5 to consider an
overhaul of higher education.

•Credits...

Pick 3
6-8-2
Pick 4
5-2-9-7
Cash 5
15-23-27-28-32

,FROM PAGE 1

programs require 120 to 130 credit
hours for graduation, the averarea courses are completed. Anyage
student attempted 156.6
thing short of that, or in addition
hours
and earned 141.7 hours.
to it, May not be recognized by
The study only considered facanother institution, even something as basic as an introductorf tors that were attributable to the
student and cited reasons such as
history or English class.
poor academic preparation,
Hilma Prather, chairman of the
changing
majors, outside employprograms committee of the counment
and
pursuit of a double
cil, acknowledged it was harder
major.
and took longer to reach the
Council member Nathan Smith
agreement than might seem reasaid, if anything, there are reasonable. "That we remain ensons for institutions to keep stutrenched in the status quo, that
dents around longer because state
change is difficult, that's what it
funding is tied so closely to
says," Prather said.
enrollment.
The refusal by one public instiCouncil member James Miller
tution in Kentucky to give credit
said students should not be penalfor a course from another in Kenized for taking longer to graduate
tucky has been a longstanding
as they are in some states where
complaint by students. And it
there are higher tuition costs for
was related to another council
those who accumulate more than
study released Monday about
a certain number of credit hours
why students are taking longer to
graduate.
The study concluded there is
almost no such thing as the traditional four-year degree.
The study found that it took an
average of 11.2 semesters for stuFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
dents enrolled in the 1994-95
Spurred by consumer complaints,
school year to graduate, and
state officials have accused a car
while most bachelor's degree
dealership partly owned by state
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Four MSU students face drug
charges in weekend busts
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Four Murray State University
students were arrested on marijuana charges in two weekend
incidents.
MSU Public Safety responded
to the report of an odor of marijuana in the hall at Hart Residential College at 3:28 p.m. Saturday. Sean Caldwell and Arnie H.
Giles were both arrested for possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.

On Sunday, Public Safety was
called to Elizabeth Residential
College at 1:42 a.m. Brandon
Scott Shoobridge was arrested for
posseksion of marijuana, trafficking marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia. He was also
charged with trafficking marijuana within 1,000 yards of a
school, a felony charge.
Timothy R. Keller was charged
with possession of marijuana in
the same incident. The Sunday
incident involved approximately
8 ounces of marijuana.
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Bunning announces
candidacy for Senate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning will apparently be walking a fine new line
in his .first statewide campaign
since 1983.
In formally announcing his
candidacy today for the U.S. Senate, Bunning promised to keep
working toward cutting the federal government and working
toward a balanced_ budget but
also talked about improving programs for the environment, education and even some traditional
pork barrel projects.
It will be a new direction for
Bunning, who has been one of
the most conservative members
in Congress since he was elected
from the 4th District in 1986.
Bunning promised to be an activist senator, which is in some
contrast to his record of 10 years
in the House, where he has been
known largely for his opposition
to federal spending programs of
almost any stripe.
During the second of a tour of
airport stops i. Lexington today,
Bunning said government has an
obligation to clean up the environment, educate children and
fight crime. He also promised to
pursue some traditional porkbarrel projects, such as specific
funding for a new Ohio River
bridge at Owensboro.
"Understand one thing, I am
going to fight very hard to balance the federal budget but I am
also going to fight equally as
hard to make sure that Kentucky
doesn't get shortchanged," Bunning said.
Bunning is hoping to continue
a Republican surge in Kentucky's
congressional ranks. He declined
to compare himself to Democrat
Wendell Ford, who has announced he is retiring and will
not seek a record fifth term in
1998.
The 4th District congressman
also planned to repeat his announcement today in campaign
stops at Hazard, Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville, Paducah, Owensboro and Louisville.
Bunning's only statewide race
was in 1983, when he lost for
governor to Democrat Martha
Layne Collins. Today, the GOP is
much stronger statewide and
holds six of Kentucky's eight

seats in the U.S. House and
Senate.
Bunning's congressional district begins just outside eastern
Jefferson County and stretches to
Boyd County in the northeastern
part of the state.
State Sen. Barry Metcalf of
Richmond says he also is seeking
the Republican nomination in
next year's Senate primary, but
several Republican leaders, most
notably U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, are for Bunning.
On the Democratic side, 6th
District U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler
of Lexington entered the race the
day Ford announced his retirement two weeks ago.
. Several other Democrats are
pondering a campaign.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry is being
encouraged by some to take on
first-term U.S. Rep. Ann Northup
in Louisville's 3rd District in
1998, but is weighing a Senate
race as well.
Attorney General Ben Chandler is also a potential opponent
for Baesler, but is also eligible to
run for re-election to his current
office in 1999.
Former Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear, who lost a Senate campaign last year to Mitch McConnell, is also considering another
run, but has warned that an expensive Democratic primary
could cripple the nominee in the
general election.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson, who has been mentioned for
virtually every statewide campaign going back a decade, is
considered an unlikely candidate.
Masten Childers, a cabinet secretary in Gov. Brereton Jones' administration and a virtual unknown, said he is also considering a race. Louisville millionaire
and former, congressional candidate Charlie Owen is also said to
be pondering a race.
Bunning already has a big pot
of money to begin waging his
campaign. He had $218,389 in
his congressional campaign fund
on Dec. 31, 1996, and under federal campaign rules, he can use
that for a Senate campaign.
Conversely, the only announced Democratic candidate,
6th District Rep. Scotty Baesler,
reported a balance of only about
$10,000 after his 1996 re-election
campaign against former state
Rep. Ernest Fletcher.

Dealership faces accusations

FIGHT CANCER

M1

Democratic Party Chairman Bob
Babbage of failing to transfer
vehicle ownership records in a
timely manner.
Baggage said he is not involved in the Lawrenceburg dealership's daily operations and referred questions about the
charges to an attorney for the
dealership, Terry McBrayer of
Lexington.
McBrayer on Monday attkibuted allegations against the
dealership to "administrative and
clerical matters."
"They are not serious," he
said. "We are anxious to resolve
this. There was never intent to do
anything wrong."
McBrayer was state Democratic Party chairman for five
months in 1995 during Paul Patton's successful bid for governor,
McBrayer said he has been an
attorney for Ault Chevrolet-Geo
for about 15 days. He said his
work for the dealership has nothing to do with the Democratic
Party. "It has to do with the fact
that I'm a good lawyer, who has
dealt with matters like this before," he said.
David Garnett, executive director of the Kentucky Motor Vehicle Commission, informed Ault
Chevrolet-Geo on March 13 of an
"administrative citation" against
it. Several consumers had complained to the agency, which
licenses and regulates the approximately 3,500 car dealerships in

Kentucky.
During a public hearing scheduled for May 8, a commission
officer will ask Ault ChevroletGeo to show why its license
should not be revoked or suspended. The dealership also could
be fined $1,000 for each
violation.
The hearing officer would then
recommend action to the
12-member commission, which
would issue a final order in the
case. Any party unhappy with the
commission order could appeal it
to circuit court.
The state motor vehicle commission's citation against Ault
Chevrolet-Geo alleges:
—Nine cases of acquiring and
holding for resale used 'vehicles
and failing to notify the county
clerk within 15 days of the acquisition. In one case, the dealership allegedly did not file the title
for five -months.
—Three cases of assigning a
used vehicle to a buyer and failing to deliver the title and transaction record to the buyer or the
county clerk at the time of the
sale.
Garnett said such violations often incorrectly leave previous
owners of the trade-in vehicles,
instead of the dealership, obligated for liens on the vehicles.
State law does not set deadlines for dealerships to pay off
liens on vehicles they sell.
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FROM OUR READERS

Mother thanks a rare breed
Dear Editor:
In a world where "me"seems to rule, you have one in your community
who chooses to put others first.
Recently, my son - a Murray State University student - "lost" his
wallet and had given up hope of seeing it again. We received a phone call
from American Express stating that Ed Hendon - an employee of
Thurman Furniture - had called to report the wallet found. Fie had left his
work and home phone numbers to enable my son to reach him
Mr. Hendon proved, once again, that honest men do still exist - and
many go unnoticed or unthanked within our midst.
Please take time toy "THANK YOU" to Mr. Hendon if you know
him - and remember to follow his example.
The Shaffer Family
3401 Fairway Drive, Somerset, KY 42503

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 17 — The Daily Telegraph, London, on Albania:
The west has been far too ready to believe the propaganda of the
socialists ... who form the main opposition grouping and have boycotted the present Parliament.
Foreign failure to uphold (President) Berisha's democratic mandate has hastened the slide of Albania into anarchy. ...
... There is precious little the outside world can do until the Albanians check their headlong rush to self-destruction and seek a political solution to the crisis. ...

A town with a past
When you exit the West Kentucky Parkway for Dawson Springs,
it won't be long before you see a
diner with a sign proclaiming "Fresh
donuts." If it's morning and you
have time, you'll be tempted to stop
for a cup of coffee, and maybe
sonething sweet to dunk in it.
That's when you find out they don't
serve homemade doughnuts anymore. The waitress explains that the
proprietors are up into their 70's and
well beyond the doughnut baking
stage. The thick slabs of red velvet
cake on display could be a tempting
substitute, but they are not for
carry-out. So I settle for one of those
pre-packaged cheese danishes that
weighs as much as a small brick and
costs half-day -of calories.
Back in the car again, I juggle
java and confection as I wend my
way into the city limits of Dawson
Springs. The sign that officially
welcomes me describes the compact
community as "A very special
place." If it weren't for the 4-way
stop at the corner of Main and Route
62,-you might not-slowdown at all
to find out what makes Dawson -- as
residents call it-- unique. But if you
turn left onto South Main, you'll see
the old bank building that now
houses the Dawson .Springs Museum and Art Center. If you take the
time to stop there, you will find out
for yourself what sets this hamlet

days, when the Pittsburgh Pirates
and the Louisville Mud Hens stayed
there and trained in Dawson
Springs, and the National Foxhunters Association hosted their national meetings there.
Constance Alexander
By the 1950's, many rooms were
converted into small apartments,
Ledger & Times columnist •
and retail spaces. The grandeur of
the New Century was faded and
apartfrom others in West Kentucky. A splendid 150 room,3-story
struc- tattered, but it still dominated Main
On permanent exhibit at the muture with a wrap-around, two-tiered Street. On March 6, 1960, the New
seum is the Mack Sisk Memorial
porch, it was the hub of the com- Century Hotel burned to the ground
Collection ol photographs and memunity for visitors and residents and it was never to be rebuilt. Many
morabilia of Dawson Springs'"Gol- alike. During the day, the rocking local residents claim the town died
den Era." Those were the first thirty
chairs on the porch were the best that day, though there is plenty
years of the century, when the city
spot in town for people watching. At evidence to the contrary. Go see for
thrived. At one point 17 hotels and
night during the season, especially yourself.
50 boarding houses accommodated
In an effort to document the
when there was dancing in the
the visitors who thronged to Dawballroom, young people from town proud past of Dawson Springs and
son Springs on the Illinois Central
could not resist peeking in the the New Century Hotel, the Dawson
Railroad.
windows to see what was going on. Sprinks -Museum and Art -Center
During the 1900 season alone,khc
On summer nights, they sat outside applied for and received a grant
tranported 51,000 passen- for hours, listening to the music
as it from Kentucky Oral History Comgers to Dawson Springs. They came
mission to conduct interviews and
trailed out the open windows.
to drink and take baths in water from
collect data from those who rememthe more than 40 wells in town.
The New Century dominated ber the New Century Hotel. Anyone
Stomach troubles, diseased and inMain Street for years,long after the who has memories they are willing
active liver, constipation, disturDepression and World War II drew to write down and send the museum
bances of the kidney and bladder, travelers to other attractions. In the is welcome to do so. If you or an
female problems, rheumatism, gout
1950's, the New Century became older relative have recollections to
and- arthritis were some of the
more of a local meeting place, with share, put them down on paper and
ailments purportedly treated by the
various clubs and organizations, send them to Claude Holeman,
healing waters of Dawson Springs. including Rotary, holding thier curator. The address is 127 S. Main
Of all the local hotels, it was the
weekly gatherings at the hotel. In Street, P.O. Box 107, Dawson
New Century that embodied the
spite of changing times, no one Springs, KY 42408. The phone
elegance and high spirits of the era. forgot about New Century's hey- number is 502-797-3503.
. _

MAIN STREET

March 17 — II Corriere della Sera, Milan-, on U.S. and Russian involvement in Albania:
The summit between Bill Clinton and Boris Yeltsin scheduled
for this week in Helsinki has been staged as a superpower tete-atete on the expansion of the Atlantic Pact, and hence on the future
of European security. It risks going down in history, however, as
the meeting of two helpless invalids.
At a time when Europe is witnessing one of its most uncertain
periods since the Cold War, and the Albanian crisis threatens to
become the Somalia of the Balkans, the United States and Russia
have failed to show any initiative. ...
An allied operation led by the United States and Russia — whatever form it takes — would be the quickest and surest resolution of
the crisis, and would be in the direct interest of the superpowers
themselves. ...
March 18 — The Straits Times, Singapore, on Albania:
The collapse of the pyramid investment schemes, in which hundreds of thousands of Albanians lost their savings, was probably no
more than the spark that ignited a fire that had been smouldering
all along. But the first task must be to reestablish law and order,
and that can only be achieved by reinforcing legitimate authority.
...
While Europe argues and dithers, the shooting continues in Albanian towns. ...
For Europe to deny, or even delay, the help that Albania needs
could abort a still incomplete revolution. It could also give free rein
to violence that might spread into a wider Balkan region. By going
to Albania's rescue, Europe will avert another European crisis.
March 16 — The Jordan Times, Amman, on attack on Israeli
children:
Regardless of whether there is a peace process in Middle East or
not, the fact remains that Thursday's wanton attack against Israeli
children at Baqoura (Naharaim) was a terrible and heinous crime
that all Jordanians are ashamed of. ...
The Israelis themselves should be aware of the Jordanian stand
more than anyone else. All they have to do is to remind themselves
of the numerous incidents when Israeli schoolboys wandered into
Jordanian territory to visit Petra over the years, but were simply
picked up and sent back across the border without even being questioned. In the context of the Baqoura incident, quite simply no sane
person on earth could accept an armed attack against innocent
children, whether Israeli, Arab or otherwise. Jordan's record speaks
for itself.
March 18 — Aftenposten, Oslo, on Russian President Boris
Yeltsin's government shake-up:
Russia ... ends up with its most dynamic reform government
since 1992. We can be sure that this would never have been possible if Boris Yeltsin had not regained much of his political clout. In
practice, this is the real start of his second presidential term, and as
far a we can see is a good start. ...
But if the Russia president is wise, he will now use this authority
and pragmatism ... to cut through NATO phobia at home. Russia
should immediately enter a real cooperation with Western countries, simply because security and prosperity in Europe are linked.
The new reform drive in the Kremlin should not be wasted on
pointless battles against political realities, such as NATO's
expansion.
March 19 — Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on North Korean official's defection:
Some say North Korea could not afford to allow the crisis to
deteriorate. Nothing would be gained by prolonging this incident. It
would be much better for the North to bring the crisis to an end if
the settlement resulted in food aid and improved relations with
China and the United States. ...
North Korea's food stocks are expected to be depleted in May or
June. If the country continues to rely on a totalitarian form of government and manipulate information, it will not have a very bright
future.
Other countries, such as Japan, the United States, South Korea,
and China, hope that North Korea will make a 'soft landing' in the
international community and so avoid a sudden collapse and an ex',
odus of refugees. The situation at present is hardly encouraging.

Is Russia still a superpower?
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
sense, Boris Yeltsin defined the
mood and a measure of the problem moments before he and President Clinton began formal talks
in Helsinki. It was a meeting,
said Yeltsin, "of the presidents
of the two great superpowers."
While the United States tries to
redraw the map of Europe with a
Western orientation, Russia
struggles to convince the world
and itself that it remains a
superpower.
At the end of their two days of
discussions Friday, it was clear
that Yeltsin still was describing a
Russian role far greater than the
one Clinton and his NATO allies
were willing to give their former
adversary. The question at the
summit's conclusion was how
close they came to reconciling
their differing perceptions and
what it means for the future of
the relationship.
NATO's expansion eastward to
include some former Soviet allies
is the issue that strikes most
deeply at Russia's image of itself.
"Part of the opposition to
NATO expansion is the perceived
humiliation there," said Angela
Stent, a Russian specialist at
Georgetown University. "It
seems to reinforce that the rest of
the world is telling them, 'You
really aren't that important
anymore."
At their closing news conference, the twO leaders described

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
the NATO-Russia relationship in
clearly different terms.
Asked about differences certain
to arise between Russia and the
Western alliance, Yeltsin replied:
"The way we solve these issues
is by consensus." That would imply a Russian veto over NATO
actions, a condition Clinton was
quick to reject.
"The short answer to your
question is a voice, but not a
veto," said the American president. To ease the pain, he added
that "we are partners."
"Partners, not adversaries"
was the constant refrain when
Clinton talked about NATO.
But it was in the economic
area that he tried to give Yeltsin
something to take back to
Moscow.
"I am pleased to announce
with the approval of the other
G-7 nations that we will substantially increase Russia's role in
our annual meeting, now to be
called the Summit of Eight, in
Denver this June," said Clinton.
But even here the limit was

clear. Russia is not in the same
league as the seven industrial
giants that make up the G-7.
Much as Russia 'would like to see
it happen, there is no move to
make it a G-8. When that should
happen, China would seem a likelier candidate.
Russia is not an economic
power, much less superpower.
Deputy Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers made it clear at
a briefing after the ClintonYeltsin news conference that the
regular business of the G-7 "will
continue to be discussed by the
G-7 finance ministers." Russia is
not yet being brought into those
talks on what he called "core
economic issues."
Robert Zoellick, who served simultaneously as counselor to the
State Department and undersecretary of state for economic affairs during the Bush administration, said it was important to offer the Russians "a hand of
cooperation and partnership
where we can develop ii"
But, he said, the West also

must tell Russia that "if you're
not ready for it or you're psychologically all hung up on NATO
as an enemy, well, we tried and
we'll leave the door open as long
as you're not acting hostilely, but
we're not going to adjust our policies to your old psychology."
In only one respect could Russia aspire to superpower status: It
still has thousands of nuclear
warheads and the missiles to deliver them.
"We cannot, I think, be so certain of the future of Russian politics as to ignore the possibility —
a possibility we do not expect —
that we would again need to deter
the Russian nuclear force," Walter Slocombe, undersecretary of
defense for policy, told an
American Bar Association breakfast Friday.
Georgetown's Stent believes
that because of Russia's frustration over NATO expansion "the'
next few years are going to be
quite rocky."
She predicted Moscow will remain vocal in its objection to the
alliance moving closer to the
Russian border and "will try to
put up some countermeasures, but
they're really too weak to do
much about it."
"We need to walk a fine line,
we need to pay attention to the
Russian psychology and their
sense of their role," said Zoellick. "But not at the expense of
others."
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Earth Shaking Day Camp
scheduled here on April 4
An Earth Shaking Day Camp
for youth, ages 9 to 13, will be
Friday, April 4, at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State
University.
Activities will include handson-earthquake classes, games and
swimming.
The fun will begin at 9 a.m.with time to mingle. Fun at the
pool will be from 2:45 to 3:45
We can provide information and coverage for your

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY 8 TN
7544033-w 753-0873.
401 S. 12th Si. • Murray

p.m. under the supervision of certified lifeguards and the disaster
Emergency Service personnel. If
campers do not wish to swim,
they must be picked up at 2:45
p.m.
The cost for the day will be $5
per person which includes all activities. Each caper should
bring a sack lunch and drink with
ice chests available for the
drinks.
To pre-register call the Calloway County Extension Office at
753-1452 or the YMCA at
753-0228, by Tuesday, April 1,
for the April 4th camp.
Special forms must be completed. These may be picked up
at the Extension Office and bring
it to the camp on April 4. Parents
are welcome to come and assist,
according to Ginny Harper,
county agent in 4-H, or Janice
Fountain at the YMCA.
Sponsors of the camps are Calloway County Cooperative Extension Service, 4-H, YMCA, and
the Disaster. Einergcncy Service.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

PIP to meet Thursday
PIP (Parents in Partnership) will meet Thursday, March 27, at
6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Pizza. This is an organization focused on
building a positive partnership to benefit the children with special
learning needs in the community. The agenda will include setting up
goals and objectives for future meetings; planning for the social activities for the summer months; updates on seminars and information
of interest to the group. Finger foods, cold drinks will be provided.
For more information call Val Dowdy, 753-1960.

Southwest Committee will meet
A special meeting of the Southwest Elementary Site-based Decision Making Council Principal Search Committee will be Thursday,
March 27, at 3:30 - p.m. This will be -an organizational meeting.

North meeting on Thursday
To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

The Gard n Path
arkdowns scatter
throu bout the sho
-Dried & silk •wers eva ty garden tools
-Home & garden accessories -Gifts
-Antiques -Lovingly used items.

1Tues.-Fri. 10-51
753-0508
, The Village (641 N. next to Cain's Jeep)
Murray, KY

j
ahybdpirs Body Shop, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brandon

Project Graduation sale 'planned
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brandon of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary. on Saturday, March 29, 1997.
To celebrate the event a reception/dinner will be at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. Invitations have been sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon were married by the Rev. Clarence Smith at
Murray.
Their attendants were Maureen Rowland Ragsdale and Charles
Burkeen.
Mrs. Brandon, the former Martha Lou Morris, is the daughter of the
late Ruby and Ann Morris. She is a former employee of Fisher Body
G.M.
Mr. Brandon is the son of the late Alvin Brandon and Trudy Steindon. A Korean veteran, he is retired from Deteroit Diesel Division
Romulas, Mich.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

(Since 1937)
Six newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,
March 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Barnett baby boy, parents, Tern and
Kenneth, Paducah;
Wyatt baby boy, parents, Ten and
Randy, Mayfield;

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
(Large or Small)

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134

North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting on Thursday. March 27, at 3 p.m.
at the school. Agenda items include 1997-98 budget and budget request. The public is invited.

Castleberry baby boy, parents,
Heather and Phillip, Hardin,
Cacciola baby boy, parents, Kimberly and Steve, Paris, Tenn ,
Herman baby girl, parents, Deborah
and Michael, Murray;

Stearns baby girl, parents, Kendra
and Terry, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Maybelle Jones, Hazel; William
B. Schroader and Mrs. Traci T. Gibson, Benton;
Mrs. Deborah G. Bland and baby
girl and Jackie T. Smotherman, New
Concord;
- Clifford R. Beaver Jr., Puryear,
Tenn.; Codie C. Cochrum, Mayfield;
Albert James Enix, David R. Alexander, James B. Buchanan, Mrs. Mary
Pauline Hill,
Charles H. Modglin, Mrs. Kimberly
G. Byars, and Keirone L Kendall, all
of Murray

"Treasures and Stuff- sale to benefit Project Graduation 1997 will
beat the Miirray High -School cafeteria on Saturday, April 12, from
7 a.m. to noon. Anyone wishing to donate items for the sale may
bring them to the cafeteria on Friday, April 11, from 4 to 9 p.m..For
more information call Sue McNeary at 753-5703.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, March 27, from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing
claims and anskring questions.

Pet Therapy planned Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, March 27, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. For information call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.

4-H- Dairy Club will meet
Calloway County 4-H Dairy Club will meet Wednesday, March
26, at 3:15 p.m. at the Murray State University Dairy Farm to practice dairy judging. All interested youth are encouraged to attend. For
more information call the Extension Office, 753-1452.

4-H horse club changes meeting
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the Dusty Spurs, has changed
its monthly meeting to Thursday, March 27, from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
to participate in a Horse Judging Clinic. The youth will meet at
West Kentucky Exposition Center in the classroom for instruction.
All interested youth are welcome to attend.
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Parent applications needed
Written applications for persons interested in becoming a member
of Site-based Decision Making Council for Murray High School
should be on file in the front office of the high school by Thursday,
March 27, at 3 p.m. Also persons interested in being a PTO officer
are asked to submit their names at the school office.

Palestine plans Friday program
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a pre-Easter service
on Friday, March 28, at 7 p.m. The Rev. Ora Belle Peck will be the
guest speaker. Light refreshments will be served after the service.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, invites the public to attend.

CCMS needs nominations
Nominations for the two parent representatives on the Calloway
County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council are now
being accepted. The deadline to submit any nominee is April 8,
1997. All nominations must be submitted to the school office no later than 2:30 p.m. on that date. Alternative means of entry or late
nominations will prohibit your nominee's name from appearing on
the ballot. The voting will be conducted in the school cafeteria on
Tuesday, April 22, 1997, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.

CCItS needs nominations
Send a basket of Easter joy this year.

The Wash Without
the Wear with
Amana's Exclusive
Stainless Steel Tub

A unique gift that's sure to please.
Choose from several pre-arranged baskets, or fill your own for a special
personal touch.
Call or visit today and discover
hundreds of gift basket options.
There's a basket for every
price range!
And don't forget...
We feature...

Ili"
Univer

MTS FFA reunion planned
A reunion of all former members of Murray Training School/
College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America will be
held at the Walter Lee Steely farm on Murray-Paris Road on Saturday, July 5, 1997, at 4 p.m. For further information contact Donald
Crawford at 753-5384, Pete Waldrop at 753-9662, or Howard Steely
at 436-5999. This will be for members and their spouses.

Enjoy these other fine
features by Amana:
-Large 2.68 Cu Ft. Capacity
.Single Speed
-4 Cycles
•1 -Year Full Warranty
•White-on-White Styling

- Nominations are now being accepted for parents who wish to
serve on the Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision
Making Council for the 1997-98 school year. All nominations should
be in writing and returned to Principal Jerry Ainley. The nominations may be brought to the principal's office at CCHS or mailed to
Calloway County High School, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY
42071. The deadline for nominations is April 18, 1997. The election
will be held in the cafeteria at Calloway County High School on
Thursday, April 24, from 7 to 8 p.m.
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Tuesday, March 25
Bronco League tryouts with birthday,
Aug. 1, 1985 to July 31, 1986, at
Bronco field/5:30 pm
Murray High School Basketball
banqueV7 p mischool
Murray Lions Club meeting/6
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House
Playhouse in the Park auditions for
The Sunshine Boys-/6 30 p m
Info/759-1752.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-2350
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p m
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
International Dance/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall.
Associations! Children's Bible Drill/7
p.m./West Fork Baptist Church.
First. Baptist Church Christians Responding to Current Issues/1 -30
p.m./Room 301.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
Senior recital by Steven Page,
trombone/8 p.m./Performing Arts Hall,
FA Building, MSU.
Line Dancing/7-10 p.m./Long John
Silver's, Curris Center, MSU.
Spring Career Expo/5-7 p.m./Curris
Center, MSU. Info/762-2907.
Calloway County High School Lakers
play baseball game at Ballard
County/4:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 26
Love of Barbie Doll Club of West
Kentucky/4:30 p.m./Calloway Public
Library. Public invited.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Calloway County 4-H Dairy Club/3;15
p.m./MSU Dairy Farm.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.

Wednesday, March 26
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8 30
a m /Miller Memorial Goif Course
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8.30 a m . Library open
11 30 a.m -1 30 pm, Adult Religious
Education/6.30 p m.
Westsid• Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a m Bible Classes/7
pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6.30
pm
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon -3
p.m /Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW and Easter Egg Hunt/5 p.m.;
Choir practice/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Holy Week
service/noon; Pre-School Choir,
Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids Club/5:30 p.m.;
Handbell Rehearsal, Tom Turner Silent Prayer, Singers Unlimited/6 p.m.;
Lenten Bible Study/6:30. p.m.; Chance(
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.: Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m.; Computer Communications for Christ/noon; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and Bible study/6:30 p.m.; Santeiary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers play
baseball game at Mayfietd/4 p.m.
MSU 'Breds host baseball game with
Evansville/3 p.m./Reagan Field.
Spring Career/9 a.m.-1 p.m. and formal interviews/5 p.m./Curris Center,
MSU. Info/762-2907.
Kentucky Music Education Association Concert Band Festival/Lovett Auditorium, MSU. Info/762-4288.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-730 p.m.

Swimming class will
be held for children
By JANICE FOUNTAIN
YMCA Writer

RAINEY APPERSON,Ledger & Times photos

A musical program was presented by Terry Todd, guitar,
left, and Dr.
Charles Smith, harmonica, to members of the Murray Magazine
Club at
the February meeting In the Commonwealth Room of Curds
Center,
Murray State University.

A generation ago, learning to
swim was a rite of passage for a
majority of American youngsters.
But not any more. Only 41 percent of the public today report
knowing how to swim, compared
to 66 percent in the 1940s and
1950s.
With that in mind, the Murray
Family YMCA will sponsor a
week-long program, March 31 to
April 4, called "Splash." The
program is designed for nonswimming boys and girls, ages 6
to 12 years old, and will focus on
water adjustment, swimming
skills, personal safety, and fun.
For children who don't know
how to -swim, the danger is clear.
In 1993, 4,800 drowning deaths
were reported around the country,
a 12 percent increase over 1992.
Drowning is the third leading
cause of death for children under
the age of 5.
Each year, an estimated 5,000
children under 15 are hospitalized

for near-drowning incidents and
as many as 20 percent of them
suffer permanent disabilities.
Parental supervision is important, but it's not enough. Of preschoolers who drown, 70 percent
are in the care of one or both parents at the time. That's why
children need to know how to
take care of themselves in and around the water.
That's especially true in this
day of backyard swimming. The
childhood drowning rate has increased proportionately as more
backyard pools have been installed. The YMCA states that
6.5 million such pools exist
today.
"Splash" will be conducted at
the Carr Health Building on the
Murray State University campus,
Monday through Friday, March
31 to April 4. Sign up for either
the 10:30 a.m. class or the 11
a.m. class immediately •since enrollment is limited.
For more information call Janice at 753-0228.

Murray Woman's Club will
honor winners on Thursday

New members of the Magazine Club are Mayme Nell Staudacher, left,
and Blanche Titsworth, who are pictured at the Founders' Day luncheon
and meeting.

The Murray Magazine club
held its annual Founders Day
luncheon and meeting on Thursday, Feb. 27, in the Commonwealth Room of the Curris Center
at Murray State University.
Eva Morris, president, presided
at the luncheon meeting.
Toni Hopson gave the devotion
from Helen Keller's
"Optimism."
Dr. Charles Smith and his assistant, Terry Todd, from the
group, "Second Chance," pre-

sented a musical program of Blue
Grass, Religious Music,• and
Country and Western selections.
Yearbooks, designed and completed by Dr. Jack Winter, were
given to each member. Vice President Betty Hornsby announced
the theme of the coming year's
programs, "Things Lovely."
Twenty-one members and three
guests were present.
The next meeting will be
Thursday, March 27, at 2 p.m.
with Toni Hopson as hostess.

Murray Woman's Club will
have its spring general meeting
on Thursday, March 27, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
Honored guests will be the
contest winners of the arts and
crafts, poetry and short story.
This will include many school
children.
"Celebration of Women" will
be a special part of the program.
The nominees chosen from each
department for this honor will be
presented to the club members.
Also names of Club Woman of
the Year, Newcomer of the Year,
and Recycling Woman of the

Year will be recognized.
Sue Allison, president, and
Linda Scott, first vice president,
urge all members to attend. Officers for 1997-98 will be elected.
A social hour will be held with
hostesses being from the Home
and Theta Departments.

EARN
6.00%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
The Love of Barbie Doll Club
will meet Wednesday, March 26,
at 4:30 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
Members will share dolls from
their collections, books, videos,
and other Barbie related items.

A regular feature is highlights
taken from the Barbie Web Page,
giving information about upcoming sales and exhibits, forthcoming books and Barbies, and current prices for various editions of
Barbie.

The meeting is open to anyone
interested in Barbie dolls and

membership is till open on a prorated basis.

Special classes scheduled
by local Red Cross Chapter
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
taking registration for special
classes.
CPR for Professional Rescuer
Class will be Saturday, April 5,
from 8:30- a.m. to 5 p.m. If you
will be taking the Lifeguard
Class, iku must take this class.
Lifeguard Challenge Class will
be Sunday, April 6, at 4 p.m. If
you have been a lifeguard but
have let your certification run out
or if you just need to re-certify,
this is the class for you.
CPR for Professional Rescuer
Re-Certification Class will be
Tuesday, April 15, from 6 to 10
p.m.
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Community First Aid & Safety
Class (CPR and First Aid) will be
Saturday, April 19, from 8:30 am.
to 5 p.m.
These classes will fill up fast.
If you need any of these classes
call 753-1421 from 9 a.m, to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m, for more
information.
Red Cross is a United Way
agency.

logos

East Main • 753-5606

t Egg-citing
*Spring Dresses

Lifeguard Class will be April
CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo 11, 14, 18, 20 and 21 and will be
Mildred Stalls, Love of Barbie Doll Club member, puts the finishing
the last lifeguard class offered
touches on an exhibit of dolls from her collection of over 300
Barbles, this spring. If you want this class,
which has been at the Calloway County Public Library this month.
Dolls you must take CPR for Profeswill be shown at the library each month In 1997: The Year of the
Doll. sional Rescuer Class on April 5.

$35 to $180
*All Spring Shoes

20-3,3% off

1/4 off

*All Jewerly & Handbags
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part of this weight loss program.
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Hanging it up
Laker football coach Mitchell
retiring after 40-year career
weight room to get better,"
But,of all of those, Mitchell
said Calloway has been the best Mitchell said.
"Having some success has
After 40 years of coaching, job.
helped us to get more players
"I've
enjoyed
coaching
here
Billy Mitchell figures it's time to
more than I have anywhere else," out," he added. "The first few
relax.
years I was here we had between
he
said. "I've coached in the LibMitchell, the head football
erty Bowl and the Peach Bowl, 23 and 27 players, and the last
coach at Calloway County the
two we've had 64. We've gone
but us beating Bowling Green
past fiN,e seasons, will retire from
from
having people not want to
this
past
season
was
just
as
big."
teaching and coaching at the end
be
a
part
of the football program
Mitchell's
record
in
five
years
of the current school year after
here to having a lot of them want
at
Calloway
was
30-27,
which
indirecting the Lakers to their most
cluded a 26-10 mark the last to be a part of it."
successful season ever.
Mitchell said he hopes the
three seasons. The Lakers fin"I felt like it was time to rereturning next season
players
ished
a
best-ever
11-2
this
past
tire,- said Mitchell; 61. "I've got
satisfied with last seawon't
be
&cassia!'
inc
I
ud
in
f
t-ev or
three dauffiters-and six grandkids-success.
son's
wieover
Paduc
lghman.
Caland another on the way, and retir"They can build on it, and the
loway won two playoff games for
ing will give me time to travel
next
goal should be to get to
thz
first
time
last
season,
includand be with them while I still
ing
a
win
at
previously
unbeaten
have my health."
Bowling Green. Both of the Lak- • See Page 7A
Mitchell's coaching journey
ers'
losses came at the hands of
began at Georgetown College in
state
runner-up Hopkinsville.
1957 and included stops at MurCalloway football coach Billy
"We've had a big turnaround
ray State, Virginia Tech, Wake
Mitchell, shown during a game
in the program, and that's beForest and Kentucky, all as an asfrom this past season, will retire
cause of guys like the Tim Bricksistant coach. Mitchell started the
at the end of the current school
eys, the Jody Kelsos, the Josh
football program at Kentucky
year, ending a 40-year high
McKeels, the Mitch Ryans and
Wesleyan College, and also
school and college coaching
the Jacob Toneys, guys who were
coached* Oldham County, Mancareer.
willing to put in the time in the
ual_ and Daviess County.
By MARK- YOUNG
Staff Writer
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MSU's Crum gets first collegiate win

BASEBALL
• Lakers at Ballard
L_a Center — 430
WEDNESDAY

EASE BALL
• Tigers at Mayfield
• Ma/field — 4
• MSU vs Evansville
Reagan Field — 3
THURSDAY
BASEBALL
Lakers vs. Carlisle
Calloway Field — 4:30
▪ T:gars at Hickman
Clinton — 4

•'Breds top Samford
9-3 Monday; track,
golf teams compete
Staff Report
Murray Ledger S Times
Donny Kelley drove in three
runs, including two in a fiverun fourth inning, to lead Murray State to a 9-3 win over
Samford Monday afternoon at
Reagan Field.
Murray State improved to
13-11 with the win while Sam-

ford dropped to 15-16.
'Breds starter Ethan Crum
(1-2) picked up his first collegiate victory Monday, working
seven innings and allowing seven hits.
Kelly, a senior right fielder,
finished the day 2-for-4 with a
double and home run.
Samford scored one run in
the second inning to lead 1-0
through three and a half before
MSU's five-run fourth. MSU
added one run in the fifth and
Samford plated two in the top

of the eighth to cut MSU's lead
to 6-3. MSU added three in the
bottom of the eight, highlighted
by Chad Vrbka's two-run
homer to left-center field.
Murray State's next game
will Wednesday at home against
Evansville. Game time is 3 p.m.
Track
The Murray State track team
faced over 40 schools last
weekend at the Alabama Relays
in Tuscaloosa, Ala., with the
Racer men's team finishing in a
tic for 18th place with Georgia

Tech and Wallace State.
In the field events, MSU's
Mike McKee and Josh Payne
threw personal bests in the duscus, finishing 18th and 21st respectively, and Nick Murray
placed 21st in the shot put. Kevin Smudrick placed 14th in the
triple'jump and Shawn Edmondson finished ninth in the
pole vault. The men's relay
team also finished well, placing
sixth in the 4x800-meter,
seventh in the 4x200-meter and
13th in the 4x1,500-meter.

Senior Dawn Miller placed
the highest overall for MSU
with a sixth place finish in the
shot put and Teresa Powell
made an impressive showing
with a 13th place finish in the
shot, a 16th in the hammer
throw and a 19th in the discus.
The Racer squads will be
back in action on Saturday
when they host the Murray
State Invitational at the Gage
Track at Roy Stewart Stadium.
MI See Page 7A

Lakers
fall to
Graves
in opener

Kentucky's season comes
full circle to Indianapolis

Stall Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
It's come full circle for Kentucky. The Wildcats opened the
season in Indianapolis, and now
they're back there and in position
for a second straight title.
Not that any of this was
expected.
After all, Kentucky lost three
seniors and a sophomore from
last year's championship team to

MAN'FIELD — Calloway
County dropped a 6-5 decision to
Graves County in the 1997 baseball season opener Monday.
The Lakes fell behind by three
runs early, then rallied to catch
and pass the Eagles midway
throue.h. Calloway led 5-4 heading into the seventh inning, when
Graves brought home two runs to
Lake the win.
"We started putting the bat on
the ball in the four and forcing
them to make some plays," Calloway coach Eddie Morris said.
"There in the seventh we couldn't
find the strike zone and they
:arne back and won, but we
played pretty well as far as keeping our heads in the game, and
we showed we can play with
them."
Roger Houk was 2-for-3 with a
triple and single while Scan
Stonecipher was I-1or-4 with
,three RBIs for Calloway. Willie
Morris took the loss, coming in
late in relief of Chris Hendricks,
who relieved starter Todd
Monohan.
"We played two freshmen at
different points in the game, and
we'll get better as the season
goes along," Morris said. "We
fought back and scored some
runs after we got down early, and
that's a good sign."
Calloway is back in action today, traveling to Ballard Memorial for a 4:30 contest.

III Wildcats overcome
NBA draft, injuries to
return to Final Four

Rick Pitino has guided Kentucky
to its second straight Final Four,
where the defending national
champs face Minnesota
Saturday.

Kentucky. Minnesota finished the
the pros, guard Jeff Sheppard was
redshirted and leading scorer Deregular season at No. 3, followed
rek Anderson went down at midby North Carolina and Kentucky.
season with a knee injury.
But the Wildcats beat second"That is what makes this year
ranked Utah 72-59 in the West
so much more special," KenRegional final, and are a
1 2 -point favorite against Minnetucky guard Cameron Mills said. 6/
And for the past five months, sota. The Golden Gophers are
Kentucky — like everybody else
making their first Final Four trip.
— has played in the shadows of
Kentucky has kept the sustop-ranked Kansas.
pense relatively low in its run to
But everything changed last
the Final Four. Before Saturday's
week when Arizona upset Kansas
game, Utah players talked about
in the Southeast Regional
how Kentucky isn't as good as
semifinal.
last year — a claim that even the
Now it's Kentucky, Minnesota,
Wildcats won't dispute.
North Carolina and Arizona makAfter the game, the Utes reing the trip to Indianapolis this
peated that statement but added
week. And the Wildcats can join
that Kentucky might be good
Duke (1991-92) as the only team
enough to repeat as champion.
to repeat as champion since
"They get you out of sync, and
UCLA in 1973.
won't that be the same case next
Of the four teams left, only Arizona is not ranked higher than • See Page 7A

Minnesota bolts for Indy to avoid hoopla
By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota is wild about its college
basketball team, and that's why
Clem Haskins is getting his players out of town as quickly as he
can.
The Golden Gophers packed up
and headed to Indianapolis today
to prepare for the first Final Four
appearance in school history. The
national semifinals aren't until
Saturday, when Minnesota meets
defending champion Kentucky in
the second game, but Gophermania is gripping the Twin

I Gophers face UK Saturday
Cities.
"We want to get out of town
because I know what's happening
here," Haskins said Monday.
"Everybody loves the guys so
much, and you hear so many
times people patting you on the
back and congratulating you:
"You need to get away from
that. We think we have it won
(already). We need to get back to
work, and as long as I have them
in town, we can't do that."

The Gophers (31-3) continued
their landmark season Saturday
by beating UCLA in the Midwest
Regional final, and they have
been hounded by well-wishers
ever since. They were welcomed
home from San Antonio with a
rowdy gathering at Williams
Arena late Saturday night, with
television helicopters following
the team bus from the airport.
A university official said more
than 200,000 calls were received

in a five-hour period from fans
seeking the 3,500 tickets allotted
to each school for the Final Four.
One person sold his tickets for
$1,000 apiece.
Several players went to a Minnesota Timberwolves game Sunday and were swarmed by autograph seekers, and Bobby Jackson had the same experience
when he went to the Mall of
America to buy a pair of shoes
Sunday afternoon.
Jackson spent more than two
hours signing autographs, and he
is all too eager to get to
Indianapolis.
"We really can't go anywhere

out in public without being
mobbed," Jackson said. "It's
been fine. The publicity that
we're getting now is nice, (but)
it's been overwhelming."
Haskins plans to keep a tight
grip on his players while they're
in Indianapolis, too. After spending about an hour with the media
Monday, the Gophers are offlimits until Friday.
But that's just business as
usual for Haskins, who routinely
limits media access to his team
during the regular season. Nothing will change with a national
III See Page 7A
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Brady exits Samford
to take over at LSU

Sports
BRIEFS

The Calloway County Little League 7th and 8th grade basketball
team finished 9-0 to win the championship March 1. Sitting in front
is coach David Emerson. Team members were (first row, from left)
Charlie Scott, Kyle Downey, Kyle Gupton, Corey Downey;(back row,
from left) assistant coach Sabrina Emerson, Clifton Garner, Chris
Thorne, Kevin Malone, Rodney Emerson and assistant coach Charles
Scott. Not pictured is assistant coach Josh Smith.

BATON ROUGE, La.(AP) —
seasons in the past five.
John Brady, basketball coach at
Before Brady's arrival, SamSamford University for the past ford had just three winning
seasix seasons, is succeeding Dale sons in the previous 20 years
and
Brown at LSU.
had not won more than seven
Brady spent Monday at LSU, games in any of the previou
s five
talking to the athletic director, years.
meeting the chancellor and disThis season, Samford, located
cussing the basketball program. in Birmingham, Ala., was
19-9.
He became the top candidate to Included was an upset
of LSU in
replace Brown — who retired af- Baton Rouge.
ter 25 seasons — when MissisBrady was the head coach at
sippi coach Rob Evans turned Crowley (La.)
High School for
down the job Wednesday.
five years, then an assistant at
"I would absolutely want the
Mississippi State for eight. Durjob," Brady, 42, said after Evans ing his first four years
at Missiswithdrew. "LSU is one of the sippi State, Brady
worked for
best jobs in the Southeastern Bob Boyd, an
assistant on
Conference and for LW -to con- — Brown's last
staff. • •
sider me as a serious candidate
"Bob Boyd taught me how to
for the head basketball coaching verbalize the
game," Brady said.
position is flattering to me and "How to run
a program, the valalso speaks well of what we have ues of relatio
nships between a
been able to do here at Samford player and a
coach."
University."
At State, Brady helped recruit
Brady, the most successful
six
of the players who would becoach in Samford history, has a
career record of 89-77 for six come part of the school's 1991
years, including four winning SEC championship team.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me kw all your family ansurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
hicuttoll'e Grew
Fiona; 7,
Cincinnati S. Pitistairgh 3
Los Angeles 5, Bellmore 4
Montreal 6 Boston 4
St Lass 5. Kama City 1
Ni. York Yankees 6. Clevetara 4
Dame 5. Chcago White Sol 1
kinneeota 6. Texas 5
Colorado 7. San Francisco 3
Chcago Cube S. Anaheim 1
SIIIIMO 14 San Diego 12. 10 innings
Coalaixi 10, Milwaukee
Nevi York lasts 6. Atlanta 5
Toronto 8 Phdadeoprea 0
Tuesday's Games
New York hats vs Los Anoka at Vero Beech.
Fla 12 05 p m
Anarna vi Motorail at West Pain Souk FIR .
1205 pm
Detroit vs Coxintiali at Pant City, Fla 1206
pm
Flonda vs Baltimore at Fort Lauderdaks Fis
1206 pm
Pmsb.irgh vs Boston at Fort Wert. Fla 12-0
5
m
Toronto vs Cleveland at Winter Haven, Fl.
1206 pm
Minnesota vs Nevi York Yankees at Tampa, Fl.
'205 pm
San Diego vs Chicago Cute Mesa. Anz . 206
m
San Francisco vs Anaheim at Tempe, Ariz . 205
m
Colorado vs Oakland at Phoenix, 205 pm
1.41eaukai vs Seattle at Poona. Au. 205 p m
Houston vs Kansas City at Hanes City. Fl..
605 pm
Phladeiphia vs St Lows at St Petersburg. Fla
6 D5 p m
Texas vs Gamily° White Sox at Sarasota. Fla
606 pm

EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Al Tines CST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L.
Pet
New York
16
9
640
Baltimore
S
9
625
Texas
16
11
503
Oakland
14
12
638
Seattle
14
13
519
Toronto
12
13
480
Kansas City
12
13
480
lAlleaukes
10
13
435
Cheer
10
16
365
Demot
15
9
375
Cieveland
10
17
370
lanneecoa
10
18
357
Boston
8 15
348
Anaheim
7
18
260
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W C
Pct.
Florida
22
4
846
St L owls
17
9
654
San Francisco
16
11
503
Philadelphia
14
10
583
San Diego
15
11
577
Hosixon
13
10
565
Los Angeles
12
10
545
Colorado
14
12
538
Cheap
13 13
SOO
Cincinnati
13 13
SOO
Pittsburgh
11
13
476
Now York
8
11
421
Montreal
8
12
400
Atlanta
6
16
273
(NOTE Spit squad games count us the standings games against non maxx league teams do
not 1

III Mitchell...
FROM PAGE 6A
Louisville and be undefeated," he
said. "They got a taste of it this
past season, and now they know
they can play with teams like
Bowling Green and Hopkinsville.
"The middle school team went
undefeated two years ago, and
there's enough talent here that
they can go out against teams
with winning traditions and not
get beat 50-0 and be out of it after the first quarter," Mitchell
added. "Getting in the weight
room and having the passing
league have helped here. and
when spring practice starts, that
will, help a lot too."
Mitchell said that while the
day-to-day preparation for a
game can be draining, the players
will be what he will miss the

most.
"The guys I've worked with
for three years who were willing
to go at 6 in the morning to lift
weights to make themselves a
bigger and better player, and not
being able to share the Friday
night victories with them, those
will be the things that I will miss
the most," he said.
"But football is a young man's
game, and there comes a time
when you can't spend all of your
time on it," Mitchell added. "I
won't miss the headaches of preparing a team for a game, and
then you get there and it doesn't
work out. It takes a lot out of
you, and the older you get, the
harder it gets."
CCHS principal Jerry Ainley
said Mitchell's vacant teaching

III Minnesota...
FROM PAGE 6A
title just two wins away.
To win that title, the Gophers
first will have to knock off Kentucky, a team that, like UCLA,
has more size, speed and tradition
than Minnesota. The Wildcats
(33-4) are 6% -point favorites and
are after their seventh national
championship, but the Gophers
firmly believe they are the team
to beat.

•MSU...
FROM PAGE 6A
Women's Golf
The Murray State women's
golf team posted a two-day 657
to finish in a tie for fifth-place
at the Saluki Invitational on
Monday.
MSU, playing its third tournament in 10 days, ended the
competition in a tie with Eastern Kentucky. The University
of Missouri captured the team
tide with a two-round 622. The
Lady Racers placed three golfers in the top 20: Mikki McLeary 159, 9th place; Jenny Daag,
163, 15th; Jessica Widman,
165, 19th.
Connie Steely of Murray shot
a 171, Brandi Stevenson shot a
173 and Melanie Kopperud shot
a 179.
MSU's next competition will
be at the Eastern Kentucky
Classic on April 5-6 in
Richmond.

(physical education and health)
and coaching positions have been
posted within the system for the
mandatory 30-day period.
"We're going _.to look inside
our system first to see if anyone
is ,interested, and it may be that
one person will fill both, or it
may be two different people,"
Ainley said. "We expect to have
them both filled by the latter part
of April or the first of May.
"But until, then coach Mitchell
is still the coach because his retirement won't be effective until
the end of the school year," Ainley added. "He's keeping the
weight program going so there's
no stress on the football program
right now. He's done an outstanding job for us and he's a very
classy and professional man."

FROM PAGE 6A
weekend at the Final Four?"
Utah coach Rick Majcrus said.
Kentucky beat Utah with frenetic halfcourt play, making sure
All-America forward Keith Van
Horn was covered at all times.
Van Horn would run past one
screen, shaking off a defender,
only to find another defender
waiting when he got the ball.
The result was that Van Horn,
the matchup edge Utah needed to
beat Kentucky, was hardly a factor. He finished with 15 points on
5-of-12 shooting.
"A lot of people give us credit
for our fullcourt defense," Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said. "If
you get them into a halfcourt defense and we maintain the same
intensity, that's real defense."
And, as Pitino preaches, defense wins championships.
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D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
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Nike Air Max
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Apparel

207r40% OFF

Nothing Works Like a
Husky Tiller!

•5 hp Briggs & Stratton
•17" till path
•Counter-rotating tines

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

SPRING
BREAK
SALE

•Kentucky...

"We've got a lot of confidence
in ourselves," said forward
Courtney James, who won Indiana's coveted state championship as a senior at Ben Davis
High School on the outskirts of
Indianapolis. "We just can't wait
for the game to start.
"We know Kentucky has a
great tradition and a great ballclub. They're going to be trying
to repeat, and they have an NBA
player in Ron Mercer. It's going
to be a tough game for us, and I
feel we match up perfectly with
them. And they've got to match
up with us, also."
The Gophers haven't been
overwhelming on the court since
the first round of the tournament.
They needed two overtimes to get
past Clemson in the regional
semifinals and rallied from a
10-point deficit to beat UCLA.
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"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday Through Saturday 9 til 6
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Swenson will be next
speaker in lecture series
Dr. Cynthia Cupu Swenson will
be the guest speaker at the next
program in the college forum series
on the family. The lecture is sponsored by the Murray State University College of Humanistic Studies
and begins at 7 p.m. on Monday.
March 31 in Faculty Hall,room 208.
"The Impact of Broken Families," will be the title of Dr. Swenson's lecture. She works as a clinician and researcher at the Family
Services Research Center at the
Medical University of South Car:
olina in Charleston. Her work at the
research center is focused upon the
development and application of intervention strategies for broken
families in an attempt to prevent the

children in these families from
suffering psychological disorders or
engaging in delinquent activities.
Dr. Ron Gulotta and Dr. Lillian
Daughaday, assistant professors in
the MSU department of sociology,
andu-opology and social work and
co-chair of the series, say they
believe that this topic is timely and
of great importance. They said that
they look forward to hearing Dr.
Swenson discuss her research and
invite everyone, especially students, to attend.
The lecture is free and open to the
public. Additional information may
be received from Daughaday at
(502) 762-4631 or Gulotta at 7624529.

Cosbys demand apology
from National Enquirer
By ROBERT JABLON
Associated Press Writer

Brandy Quinn, seventh grade student at Murray Middle, has been chosen as Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. Her
Interests include playing basketball and football. Quinn's teachers lists
among Iter attributes being trustworthy, responsible, completing her assignments, respectful of others and willing to help others.

Foreign Language
Fesitval set for MSU Former
President Bush
More than 1,500 high school
students are expected to participate
in the 1st district Foreign Language
Festival at Murray State University
on Thursday, March 27.
The festival will be held from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Curris Center. It
is sponsored by the university and
the Kentucky Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages.
Regional high school students
will compete in various events such

as art, costumes, food, drama,
chorus and academic competitions,
all of which are included in Spanish,
German, French and Latin. Firstplace winners in each category will
be eligible to attend the State Foreign Language Festival which is held
in May.
For more information on the
Foreign Language Festival, contact
Dr. C. Michael Waag at(502)7624524.

WEST KENTUCKY
LAWN CUTTERS
by Freddie O'Bryan and Company

Commercial Accau a is
14 elcomed:

Mowing, Trimming, Mulching,
Reseeding, Fertilizing etc. Drainage
and Irrigation Specialists
(Toro, Hunter and Rainbird)
TOLL FREE CALL 519-4299 FOR
YOUR PERSONAL ESTIMATE

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

to make parachute jump
YUMA, Ariz. (AP) — When
George Bush bailed out of his
bullet-torn torpedo bomber over
the Pacific Ocean during World
War II, he promised himself that
someday h would make a parachute jump just for the fun of it.
Nearly 53 years later, the opportunity has finally arrived.
With the blessings of his wife,
Barbara, the 72-year-old former
president planned to fulfill tbat
promise today by jumping from a
civilian plane 12,500 feet over
the Army Yuma Proving Ground.
Bush, the only American president ever to parachute from an
airplane, was ready — weather
permitting — to free fall with
two jump masters at his side,
Army spokesman Doug Smith
said Monday. .
The National Weather Service
forecast winds of 20-30 mph around jump time, which could
postpone the jump.
The eight parachutists — including three who will film the
jump — planned to land on the
desert floor at the base where the
Golden Knights, the Army precision parachuting team, train eight
weeks a year. The base, where
Army equipment and weapon
systems are tested, covers 12,000
square miles, an area larger than
Rhode Island.
Medical emergency personnel

Help Us Help
Those In Need.
March 17-March 28 help us help area
disaster victims by bringing in one or
more of the following items to our
office and get $3 off a one year
subscription.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
(behind Piggly Wiggly)

CLEANING SUPPLIES
Bleach
Rubber Gloves
Sponges
Mops
Trash Bags
Disinfectants
Small Plastic Buckets
Paper Towels
Etc.

T

PERSONAL HYGIENE ITEMS
Toothpaste
Toothbrush
Deodorant
Toilet Paper
Shampoo
Soap
Diapers
Etc.

MURRAY

Ledger &Times
Call 753-1916 for more Info.

will be standing by on the
ground, Smith said.
Bush's bomber was struck by
weapons fire from the Japanese
navy on Sept. 2, 1944. His two
crewmates were killed. At the Parachute Industry Association convention in -Houston last month,
Bush said his chute was damaged
and he landed in the Pacific and
began swimming toward the nearest land, then held by the-Japanese. But he was picked up by a
U.S. submarine and eventually
awarded the Distinguished Flying
Cross.
"According to President
Bush's people, he made a promise when he bailed out of his
plane in World War II that someday he would make a parachute
jump that wasn't an emergency
jump," Smith said.
The U.S. Parachute Association is providing one of the parachutists jumping alongside the
former president.
"He did express an interest in
wanting to jump again if it was
OK with Barbara," said Madolyn
Murdock, the group's Gulf region
director.
Murdock noted that Bush's age
is not any concern.
"He's in good health, fit and
perfectly capable of doing it,"
she said. "If he wasn't, we
wouldn't be letting him do it."

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bill
and Camille Cosby have demanded an apology and retraction
from the National Enquirer for
reporting that Mrs. Cosby nearly
suffered a breakdown and hired
"gunmen" to find her son's
killer.
The allegations made in a Feb.
11 cover story are "categorically
and unequivocally false," their
publicist, David Brokaw, said
Monday.
"If we don't get satisfaction,
she would certainly press the law
to its furthest limits," Brokaw
said.
The Enquirer stands by the
story and will not,retract, said
David Perel, executive .editor of
the Lantana, Fla.-based
publication.
"It's all very mystifying to us.
We've apologized for any inadvertent pain we caused them in
reporting the story accurately,"
he said.
Ennis Cosby, 27, was shot to
death Jan. 16 while changing a
flat tire on his Mercedes-Benz
convertible. Mikhail Markhasev,
18, has been charged with
murder.
A tip received in response to
the Enquirer's offer of a
$100,000 reward for information
helped crack the case. But the tabloid outraged the Cosbys last
month with a story that said the
couple had hired "their own team
of detectives to track down" the
killer of their only son, and that
the entertainer had agreed to
spend at least $1 million on the
hunt.
The article quoted an "insider" as saying that Mrs. Cosby
was "sedated and on the verge of
a nervous breakdown."
A nib-headline that ran on the
cover read: "The grieving mom.
She hires S million gunmen to
hunt son's killer."

Perel said the sub-headline referred to the Cosbys' use of Gavin DeBecker Inc. to monitor developments in the investigation.
"The firm is licensed to use
guns," Perel said. "And at times
they do carry guns."
DeBecker, a security consultant who specializes in stalking,
safety and domestic violence
cases — often for celebrities —
said he is not a private detective
and his firm did not perform
police-style investigative work.
Days after the article appeared,
the Cosbys announced they
wanted the paper to withdraw its
$100,000 offer for tips leading to
the arrest and conviction of the
killer.
"They did not want to be associated with a publication as
thoughtless and inhumane as this
paper was being, on top of fabricating what was reported as
news," Brokaw said.
The Cosbys first demanded the
apology in a February letter to
the tabloid.
In a March 18 letter to Brokaw, Perel said the tabloid would
"be receptive" to running an article of about eight paragraphs to
present the Cosby family's point
of view if it included a statement
"thanking the Enquirer for (its)
role in helping the LAPD solve
this case," Brokaw said.
But the Enquirer would not accept a retraction nor "an attack
on our publication," Perel said
Monday.
The offer is unacceptable, Brokaw said.
"They didn't 'inadvertently'
cause pain. I mean, it was deliberate," he said.
Brokaw said the Cosbys also
were angry at the Enquirer article's use of the word "mistress"
in describing Shawn Jackson, the
woman with whom Bill Cosby
had an affair more than 22 years
ago.

HOROSCOPES

people's problems. Just try to keep
them out of your wallet! Hold your
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, own on key matters. Wait until tomorrow to set the agenda.Take time
March 26, 1997:
Trust those close to you. Check in for a special loved one. Tonight:
frequently for feedback. The unpre- Dance through a change.
dictable will enter your life; friends LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
and goals are constantly subject to *** Take advantage ofa change in
change. Be careful in work situa- pace that comes from disruption. In
tions and with people in authority. the long run, it serves you. Erratic
Events are highly unstable and likely behaviorfrom an associate and chaos
to suffer twists and turns. If you are at work are likely. Pull back, and
single, you will value your close as- think through what you want. Tosociates; a relationship could de- night: Be homeward bound.
velop from such a friendship. If at- VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
tached, you discover that the two of **** You'll need to adapt to and
you need each other more than in handle the different challenges of
previous
years. Keep communica- the day. Loved ones may be conDAYTONA BEACH, Fla.(AP)
tions open. SCORPIO anchors you. fused; work, difficult. Be open to a
— A 3-year-old boy who was
change in status or a different type
snatched by an 11-foot alligator
The
Stars
Show the Kind of Day of work situation. Ask questions,
died from drowning, a medical
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; and exhibit your willingness to coopexaminer said Monday.
erate. Tonight: The talks continue.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Adam Trevor Binford vanished
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Friday afternoon while playing in
** Just when you thought your
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
shallow water on the edge of *** Be careful with partners
and budget was under control, an unexLake Ashby, 20 miles northeast money;the results might not be what pected expense pops up or a loved
of Orlando. His mother, Lorri
you want.Stay even with others and one needs financial assistance. Do
Binford, said she heard a big
a friend. An unpredictable element not take unneeded risks, as they
splash and Adam disappeared.
is let loose. Maintain a sense of could backfire. Make inquiries, and
A trapper found the 450-pound
humor, and stay clear of flak. You explore options. Hold off making a
operate
best on a one-to-one level. decision. Tonight: Keep it cheap.
alligator with the boy inside its
jaws the next day, about a mile Tonight: Relax with a dear friend. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
****Keep smiling-,you can handle
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
away.
what comes up. Your ability to stay
"His face was untouched," **** Let others take the initiative in control is important.
Realize your
and
handle
the
day's
problems.
Your
said Larry Bass, 33, Adam's
limits when handling a family memplate
is
full.
Mellow
out,
and
conuncle and the one called to the
ber who operates through confusion.
water's edge to identify the body. sider what is happening. Gather in- Be sure of yourself. Others will reformation, rather than acting on
"He looked like he was asleep."
it. As much as possible,steer clear of spond to your self-confidence. ToAn autopsy showed water in
uncontrollable situations. Tonight: night: As you like it.
his stomach and lags, said Dr. Accept an invitation.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Some days, it is best to vanish.
Ronald Reeves, chief medical ex- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
aminer for Volusia County. The *** Focus on work. Don't let prob- This is one ofthem.Think through a
child's left arm was in the gator's lems from other parts of your life course of action that puts a lot of
stomach and his lower torso and interfere with professional objec- pressure on you. Confusion surlegs were covered with bites.
tives. Hold down the fort. Listen to roundsfinances,and the unexpected
"I think, he died very quickly, complaints, yet know what you need dominates communications.Followquicker than an ordinary drown- to do. Evaluate choices, but hold off through counts in what you do. Tomaking a decision. More news is night: Take a night off.
ing death," Reeves said.
coming.
Tonight: Head to the gym. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Adam's death is the eighth
19)
fatal alligator attack since the CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Emphasize friendship and
state began keeping records in **** You are compelled to pro- long-term desires. You feel there is a
duce and find solutions to other problem but have a difficult time
1948. The last was in 1993.
isolating it. You might not be able to
absorb all the information. Be especially cautious with funds; you have
pulled the wild card financially. ToMELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
night: Join friends.
CHECK THESE
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials
FEATURES:
***
Take the lead. You might surA 4 concrete n0Of
I Self.supporting 2a6
reinforced with
prise someone by your choices and
trusted rafters 2 ft
wire mesh
0C
sense of direction. Your intuition,
• 12 footing
J ,• plywood
however, could be off. Gather facts,
C Polyurethane
o decking
under concrete
and dutifully follow through. Others
K Seal down shingles
D Anchor bolts
L Overhang covered
feel a little off and look to you for
In concrete
NI Overhead steel
stability. Responsibilities are heavy.
E. Treated
door
bottom plate'
Tonight: Work late.
N Steel service door
F Cl muds IS OC
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
/
0 214 fascia
O 7 . Brandi'
aluminum cowered
**** Understand a lot more of
unclemd,ng
P 2110 headers
• Masonite, wood or vinyl siding
what is happening with a friend, as
O 4t4 raised curb
well as within you. Be direct and
We oiler you: FREE Estimates, References
end Location of
Gereges In Your Area and Written Warranty.
sincere with people you deal with.
Gain perspective of the big picture.
Deluxo
You find the unexpected runs rampant. Be in touch with your feelings.
1,4 CAR (1200)
$3,525 1' , CAR (1200)
1
Tonight:
Go to the movies.
CAR
(18x20)
2
54.325
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BORN TODAY
Actress-singer Vicki Lawrence
(1949),actor Leonard Nimoy(1931),
singer Diana Roes(1944)
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So-so Crystal is host of too-classy Oscarfest

1,
Ls

IS
is

Stephanie Wyatt, Calloway science teacher is pictured with the Kentucky
delegation at the 51st National Association Conservation District Conference
held In Kansas City Missouri to recognize outstanding conservation
educators. Pictured left to right is John Chism, 1997 President of Kentucky
Association of Conservation District; Tom Neal, Chairman of Kentucky Soli
and Water Conservation Commission; Marshall Banta, Fifth Area Director of
KACD: Jim Lacy, 1996 president of KACD; Pat Henderson, vice-president of
KACD; Wyatt; Roberta Bynum, administrative secretary of Calloway County
Conservation District; Dick Foell,ag consultantfor Zenca Ag Products; Kevin
Jeffries, secretary-treasurer of KACD; Steve Coleman, director of Kentucky
Division of Conservation.

IS

10

Wyatt named National
Secondary Teacher of
the Year by NACDZAP

NEW YORK (AP) — And the
winner was ... Billy Crystal?
The person with the most to
win, or lose, on the 69th annual
Academy Awards show wasn't
vying for one of those little gold
statues. It was the man who returned as host after four years'
absence.
Distinguished by elegance and
highmindedness, the Oscarcast,
aired live Monday night on ABC,
might as well have been on PBS.
Meanwhile Crystal, upstaged
by the classiness of the production and the non-Tinseltown-bred
nominees, took home a consolation prize at best.
The program's opening
spoofed Crystal's gamble in coming back for what was his fikh
turn -as host.
An ingenious film sequence
plopped Crystal into scenes from
several features, beginning with
the "Star Wars" trilogy's Yoda
seen intoning, "You must go."
"Go?" replied the inserted
Crystal. "Go back to host the Oscars again? ... I haven't done the
show in so long, it would be too
different."
Moments later, a dementedlooking David Letterman, who
two years agb crash-landed as
host, was seen erastfing a biplane
in a scene lifted from "The English Patient." Crystal barely

Stephanie Lynne Wyatt, science
Sigma Xi (The Scientific Research"
teacher at Calloway County High
Society) "Outstanding Science
School, has been named the Na- Teacher Award"
for her scientific
tional Secondary Teacher of the research
on water quality and envirYear by the National Association of onmental issues
with her students.
Conservation Districts and Zeneca
Wyatt, project coordinator of the
Ag Products in Kansas City, MO. local
NEED (National Energy EduAs the national first place teacher cation
Development) project of
HOUSTON (AP) — A woman
of the year Wyatt received a $1,000
CCHS, earned the title National
is claiming she almost choked to
check, a plaque, and an expense
Senior Level Rookie of the Year. death during
a hot dog eating
paid trip to the National Association
This title was awarded in Washingcontest at a Houston. nightclub.
of Conservation Districts' Annual
ton, D.C.to the school for its energy
Victoria Franks Rios of Baton
Meeting to receive her award.
and environmental conservation
Rouge,
La., on Monday sued PeTeachers and conservation districts
projects. She encourages her stuter's Wildlife nightclub and its
compete annually at the local, state,
dents to teach others to protect our
owners, Richmond Club
and regional levels to reach the environm
ent by providing them auEnterprises.
national competition. Wyatt has
thentic life experiences. Wyatt and
Her tawsuit said she was
taught science at Calloway County
Calloway County High School Enamong customers encouraged to
High School for the past 12 years.
vironmental Research Team's misparticipate in a March 26, 1995,
She currently teaches biology and is
sion of environmental education is
competition to see who could deco-advisor of the first National
stated in their motto, "The Earth is
vour a hot dog the fastest.
Science Honor Society of Seconour Common Home ... The Environ"The predictable result is that
dary Schools in the state of Kenment is Our Common Concern!"
a contestant attempting to win the
tucky, coordinator for the CCHS
NEED and Environmental Research
Team.
Calloway County Conservation
District, Wyatt's sponsoring conser'PITTSBURGH (AP) — To speakeasies, businesses that illegvation district, is very proud of her
Joseph Martelli, the scene re- ally sell alcohol.
and her accomplishments. She not
sembled something out of "The
Sgt. Leo O'Neill said underonly teaches students the imporUntouchables" — police invad- cover detectives bought alcohol
tance of acting locally on environing a private club and sawing the from the New Era Club on sevmental issues, but she involves her
bar into pieces.
eral occasions.
students on both the national and
"It was like Al Capone and
Club president Martelli denied
international levels of environmenEliot Ness," Martelli said Mon- selling alcohol. He said members
tal problem solving. Her vision of
day. "There's nothing but the paid dues and brought their own
science education is to encourage
four walls left."
liquor. The weekend raid caused
her students to become life long
Police admit they took a chain- $300,000 in damage, Martelli
learners, world class citizens and
saw to the bar. They say officers said. Nine of 120 patrons were
responsible community members in
are allowed by law to destroy arrested on various charges.
the betterment of our natural resources.
To provide authentic environFor more than a century,
mental opportunities Wyatt has
Woodmen has stood behind its
traveled with her teen scientists to
membe
rs, providing insurance
Russia, Belize, Hawaii, Washington, D.C. and across Kentucky for
protection and fraternal
scientific expeditions to increase
bene‘its. To learn more about
their awareness of clean water preWoodmen s 106-year
servation. During a five week international environmental exchange
commitment to its members,
(American-Russian
Eco-bridge)
contact:
Ms. Wyatt traveled to Russia with
five students to monitor the quality
of drinking water. The students
shared their international environmental experiences at the 20th Annual Governor's Conference on the
Environment with state and national
business representatives and policy
makers. For these efforts Ms. Wyau
was awarded the "Outstanding SecJohn W. Hammons
ondary Teacher for Environmental
Woodmen Bldg.
Education Award" from the Ken3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8491
tucky Association for Environmental Education.
Wyatt was also a recipient of an
$2,500 "Ashland Teacher Achievement Award" in Kentucky for her
of the World
leadership in helping her high
Life Insurance Society
school students teach middle school
Home Office: Omaha. Nebraska
and elementary school students to
appreciate clean water sources.
Also during 1996 she received the

rolled out of its path.
Most of the remainder of the
In short, being host of the Os31/1 -hour show, however, was an
car show can be dangerous busiexercise in good manners and
ness. But Crystal found that out
good taste, graciousness and effiwhen he killed the audience in
ciency, with few surprises and
1992, yet died a year later when
none of the embarrassments that
nothing he said got a laugh. After
can make the Oscarcast such a
that, he relinquished the hosting
guilty pleasure.
duties to Whoopi Goldberg and
In an art-house year for Oscar,
Letterman.
this was a cine,aste's Oscarcast.
But Monday night Crystal was
Many of the awards were preback, an actor whose career has
sented solo, which meant viewers
faded in the interim and could \ were even deprived of the teethuse a pick-me-up. A socko per- ',grinding sight of couples doing
formance could've worked wonback -and -forth shtick before
ders for him, as well as for the
identifying the winner.
show.
The closest thing to tacky were
It didn't happen.
animated -cartoon morons Beavis
After the filmed intro, his tepid
and Butt-head, seen onstage at
monologue noted not too cleverly
the Los Angeles Shrine Auditorthe preponderance of independent
ium to present best sound effects
films represented by the nomiediting — and real-life morons
nees: "Back then," he marveled, Chris Farley and David Spade
recalling the last time he had
who handed out awards for the
been host, "the major studios
best short films.
were nominated for Oscars!"
Presenter Debbie Reynolds,
The actors who had landed
overlooked for her performance
nominations, he went on, were
in "Mother," addressed head-on
such new faces they required a
the Plight of the Forgotten when
photo ID for admission into the
she joked that she found solace
hall.
from a "wonderful support
A few moments later one of group, the Non
-Nominees
them, Cuba Gooding Jr. (from
Anonymous — or Non-Anoms."
"Jerry McGuire"), became the
A. fellow Non.Anom, Maevening's first winner as best donna, earned a
good-port award
supporting actor and launched a
with her performance of "You
euphoric stream of thank-yous
Must Love Me" (from her film
that got things moving.
"Evita"). She looked properly
majestic, fixed in place as she
yearningly delivered the number
that would win as best song.
Other highlights:
contest will choke on the hot
— Leon Gast, who upon windog," the lawsuit said.
ning for best documentary feature
The lawsuit seeks unspecified
for "When We Were Kings,"
damages for injuries and mental
hailed its subject, Muhammad
anguish suffered because the hot
Ali, as the man "who devoted his
dog lodged in Ms. Rios' throat.

life to making a difference ' The
former boxing champion, who
has Parkinson's syndrome, rose
to his feet from his seat in the audience and made his halting but
determined way to the stage.
— A brief piano performance
by David Helfgott, the hero of
best picture-nominated "Shine."
inspired a proud reaction from
Geoffrey Rush (who would in
an Oscar for his portrayal of the
musician who triumphs over
mental illness) as he looked on
from the audience.
— An eye-popping dance 'lamber by Michael Flatley and his
"Lord of the Dance" ensemble
against a triple-panel montage of
film clips was syppwsed to explain something about film editing. It didn't. It was Just eyepopping.
But the best Crystal could
come up with the rest of the
evening was a reference to last
summer's hit "Independence
Day," which he said v.'as the
No. 2 money-maker in Asia
behind the Democratic National
Committee."
Enticing Crystal to return to
the Oscarcast, Yoda led him
astray. Even worse, his writers let
him down.

Hot dogs nearly cause choking
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Police stop illegal alcohol sales
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1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon -Fn
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

We Are Open
For Business at

WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK!
Greatest Subs & Sandwiches
In Town!

Suitcases
Bud & Bud Light
Si 599
Miller Lite
1599

Michelob
Michelob Light
12 pk.

'8"

Remodeling Continues on

WEST WOOD WINES.
We apologize to all our friends and customers
for the inconvenience. We appreciate your
support and business in the past and hope to
see you soon when we re-open. Watch for our
ad about our opening in a few days.

Remember!Don't Drink and Drive.

WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE PARTY BLOCK
West Wood St., Hwy. 54 & 69

901-642-7366

Paris, TN

Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
Deli Hrs.: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. M-Th.; 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Fri. & Sat. k
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Plane, maintenance truck
collide at LaGuardia airport
NEW YORK (AP) — A private plane landing at La Guardia
Airport smashed into a maintenance truck on the runway early
today, sending two workers
sprinting for cover as it set down
without one of its wheels.
No one was hurt, but the plane
was leaking fuel, said Richard
Petillo, a spokesman for the Port
Authority police. Foam was put
over the fuel to keep it from
catching fire. The four people on
the plane exited safely.
The accident shortly after 5
a.m, closed the airport for nearly
two hours, and delays after operations resumed were expected to
lengthen as the day wore on, said
spokesman Bill Cahill of the Port
Authority of New York and New
Jersey, which operates the

sure Solution, was arriving trom
Allentown, Pa., on runway 13-31.
It had two passengers and two
crew members.
Asked whether the plane and
The funeral for John Hillary
the truck had been cleared to be
on the same runway at the same (J.H.) Shackelford will be Wedtime, Cahill said: "That's what nesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
the National Transportation J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Tom Moody will officiate. RiSafety Board will determine."
chard
Clark, grandson, will be
The truck was already on the
vocalist.
runway, it. two workers doing
Pallbearers will be Kelly
routine maintenance on the runShackelford, Carl Shackelford,
way lights, Petillo said. Both
Michael Clark, John Clark, Ryan
were treated for shock.
and Ress Clark, grandsons.
Clark
"They tried to clear for the inEntombment will follow in Maubound plane, but couldn't get the
soleum South at Murray City
truck started," he said.
Cemetery.
The workers ran as the plane
Friends may call at the funeral
smashed into the cab of the truck,
home
after 5 p.m. today
shearing off the aircraft's right
(Tuesday)
.
main landing gear.
Mr. Shackelford, 99, Olive
"Luckily there was no fire,''
A federal inyestigator was at said Petillo. "The tkople got off Boulevard, Murray, died Sunday.
March 23, 1997, at 12:30 p.m. at
the scene.
under their own power and our
home.
his
The plane, a Gulfstream 11
people laid down a foam blanket
A self-employed Certified
owned by a company called Treaover the leaked fuel."
Public Accountant, he had operated his own CPA agency here
for many years. He was a member of First Baptist Church and of
Mprray Country Club where he
had served as treasurer for many
years.
One son, Dallas Shackelford,
BRADFORD, Pa. (AP) — foot pyramid in the university's
preceded him in death. Born June
Some artists dabble in clay and Hanley Library Gallery.
10, 1897, in Henderson, he was
paint to express themselves. Jack
Sheffler said he wanted to dethe son of the late Robert ShackSheffler prefers junk food,
monstrate the parallels between
SheffTer, an art history teacher ancient architecture and pop art.
at the University of Pittsburgh "Hostess products are ideal for
Bradford, used three tons of Hos- pop-related sculpture because
tess cupcakes and Sno Balls they are an American icon," he
Monday to create a 113-square- said.
Volunteers worked in shifts.
-from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to arrange
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
the cakes, which were donated by
Randy Cleary isn't a whiskey
Hostess. At its highest point, the
drinker, but you couldn't tell it
pyramid reached 10 feet.
from the debris in his yard this
UnIked Wag
weekend.
The pyramid will be open to
the public until Friday, when the
Cleary and his family just
lung I ho,c \Vho Nced Ihip
moved back into their home in
cakes will be donated to local
louthing I s Ali
McCracken County this weekend
charities.
after abandoning it to rising
floodwaters two weeks ago. He
spent Saturday afternoon raking
debris from the yard and counting
his blessings — and fish.
"I found 12 fish on my driveway, dead," he said. "Whiskey
bottles — and I don't even drink
whiskey."
But he didn't mind.
"We were lucky," he said.
"We took it (the furniture) all
out. We just moved our stuff
back in this morning."
The floodwaters stopped inches
before getting into Cleary's
home. Water stood 21 inches
deep under the back of his home,
he said.
Architect-designed 4 bed"It did get in my ductwork and
it did get my air conditioner," he
room, 4.5 bath brick
said. "My (above-ground) pool
nestled on two lots with two
filter was underwater and my
fireplaces, two-story living
septic tank caved in. It cracked
room, with a gourmet
the pavement in my garage ... and
it was 3 feet deep in the shed.
kitchen, featuring upscale
But we were lucky."
informality with marble

DEATHS

John Hillary (J.H.) Shackelford

Sheffler uses cupcakes,
Sno Balls to make pyramid

Paul Redden
Paul Redden, 84, Edinborough, Murray, died today, Tuesday,
March 25, 1997, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Larue Redden, preceded him in death. Born May 6,
1912, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Sam Redden and
Annie Holmes Redden.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Paula Kilroy and husband,
Tod, Westland, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Mary E. Boyle, St. Clair
Shores, Mich.; one brother, James Redden and wife, Peggy, Bowling
Green; one granddaughter, Robin Jeffers, Holiday, Fla.; three grandsons, Robert Jeffers and wife, Dawn, Farmington Hills, Mich., David
Jeffers and wife, Charlotte, Sterling Heights, Mich., and Daniel Jeffers, Westland, Mich.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Wednesday. Masonic rites will be Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.

Ms. Hilda Moody
J.H. SHACKELFORD
elford and Sarah Bennett
Shackelford.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alice Shackelford; one
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Clark,
Toledo, Ohio; one son, John
Shackelford Jr. and wife, June,
Edison, N.J.; one sister, Mrs. Elifabeth Dean, Hendersonville,
Tenn.

Ms. Hilda Moody, 75, Locust Grove Road, Murray,
died Monday,
March 24, 1997, at 9:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Born March 23, 1922, in Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the
daughter of the late Aaron Goble Moody and Julia Coy
Moody. One
brother, Keys Moody, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Juanita Hargis and husband,
Thomas, Murray; two brothers, Robert P. Moody and
wife, Ella, Murray,
and Billy F. Moody and wife, Edna, Puryear,
Tenn.; several nieces
and nephews.
Services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Jack Jones
and Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial will folios,
/ in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after
5:30 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

High water leaves fish, whiskey
bottles behind in flooded areas Cuban immigrant put

HEALTH INSURANCE
CANCELLED?
Tired of constant rate increases?
Call Tom at

1-800-543-6247

Century 21 Presents...

foyer...
CALL 753-1492
CENTURY 21 LORETTA JOBS
303 North 12th St.
I 21.
Loretta Jobs Realtor.
Murray

antlY

Cleary and his family stayed at
a house he is remodeling during
most of the flooding. Financially,
the flood shouldn't affect him
much.
"I don't think I'm going to be
out too bad because I had insurance," he said. "A Ryder truck
and four days in a motel is all."
Down the road, Kenneth and
Faith Johnson also reflected on
how lucky they were.
"(Friday) night was the first
night we stayed here," Kenneth
Johnson said. "We're very fortunate, really. It never got in the
house, but we couldn't get in or
out to go to work."
So, the Johnsons moved out on
March 8. They loaded two trucks
with their belongings, boarded
their pets and stayed here and
there until the water receded.
"I've lived here ever since the
second grade," Johnson said.
'I've never seen it this high. In
'75, it was at 52 feet. It was a
-whole lot higher than in '75. Of
course, the land changes."
The Johnsons' yard was relatively debris-free, but part of it
still was under water Saturday.
"We saw water heaters, tires,
garbage cans," Johnson said.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Market News Serviai Mink 25, 1147
Restudy Pardon Area Hog Market Report Iodides 2
Buying Sedans Receipts: ad- 95 Est. 175 Barrows &
Gilts 5.511 Mabry Sews Weedy WM • Bl.N Weber
US 1-3 2311-240
LS 1-3 215-23* lb..
$45 1111-41.1111
LS 14 2*-2131
$41.141-49.11,
US 1-2 2N-215 les-8.39111-41.••

Sows
US 1-2 VII-3511
US 1-3 301-4541 les—
US 1•3 491-525 lbs-US 1-3 525 led up Res
US 2-3 340-544
Boan

1.19.8.42.1111
$42.011-44
$44.1*-49.••
137 N-311.04
_$37.N-373e

to death in Florida
STARKE, Fla. (AP) — Fire
burst from the mask covering the
face of a Cuban immigrant as he
was executed today for the 1982
slaying of a schoolteacher who
had befriended him. Pedro Medina, 39, died at 7:10
aim., said April
-a spokeswoman for Gov. Lawton Chiles.
Blue and orange flames up to a
foot long shot from the right side
of Pedro Medina's head and
flickered for six to 10 seconds,
filling the execution chamber
with smoke.
The smell of burnt flesh filled
the witness room and lingered as
observers left two minutes after
Medina's death.
"I am still innocent," were his
last words.
"It was brutal, terrible. It was
a burning alive, literally," said a
witness, Michael Minerva. He
heads the state agency that represents indigent death-row inmates.
The governor asked the state•
Department of Corrections for a
review. "It's certainly distressing
to have something like this happen," Herrle said.
Once before, a condemned man
died in flame, and the result was
a temporary halt in executions in
Florida. In May 1990, flames
shot from the top of the mask as
Jesse Tafcro died for the slaying
of a highway patrol trooper and a
visiting Canadian constable. Tafero was finally declared dead after three jolts of electticity.
Attorneys for some other condemned inmates won stays from a
federal appeals court with arguments that the Florida electric
chair was not functioning properly. But executions eventually
were resumed.
A review concluded the Tafero
fire was caused by use of a synthetic sponge, a poor conductor
of electricity. But the sponge
used today appeared to be an appropriate natural sea sponge.
Medina, one of nearly 125,000

Cubans who came to the United
States during the 1980 Mariel
boatlift, was the first Cuban immigrant executed in Florida, according to Richard Martell, who
defends death sentences for the
state. He was put to death despite
-pleas from the pope and the victim's daughter that his life be
spared.
A jury convicted Medina of
stabbing Dorothy James, 52, his
former neighbor, after hearing he
was found in north Florida with
her Cadillac a few days after her
slaying. A knife believed to be
the murder, weapon was found in
the car. The victim, a grade
school physical education
teacher, had befriended Medina
when he moved to Orlando.
Ms. James' n daughter, Lindi
James, expressed her opposition
to the execution, saying she never
belayed Medina killed her
mother and. didn't think her
mother would want him executed.
Pope John Paul II also made a
plea for mercy for Medina, just
his third plea for mercy in a Florida case. The state has executed
39 people since 1976.
"A gesture of mercy in this
case would greatly contribute to
the promotion of non-violence
and of mutual respect and love in
society," wrote Archbishop
Agostino Cacciavillan, the pope's
representative in the United
States.
The execution, originally scheduled for December, was delayed
after Medina's attorneys cited a
rarely used state law banning the
execution of anyone who doesn't
understand that they are going to
die or why they are being
executed.
Three psychologists who examined Medina concluded he was
acting crazy- to save his life. At a
later hearing ordered by the state
Supreme Court, a judge concluded Medina had some mental
problems but could be executed.
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Stock Market Report

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 6915.43 + 10.24
Air Products-...-.........-...69A T&
Bell South .-.-.--.-.--.-.-45 +
Briggs & Stratton..—. 4.57/. + 3h
Bristol Myers Squibb........66 sac
CBT Corp. Ky.s.........211/4B 23A
Chryder --.-.-.--............301/s mac
Dean Foods..-...-.-.—.-343/s • 1/s
Enos.-.—....-.--.-.— 10.94 + 14
Ford Motor..-.—....—.-..32 + 1/4
General Electric
+ 1/.
)
.4° General Motors......—...573h - 1/4
+ 1/4
. Goodyear
+ 14
+ '44
I B
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Ingersoll
- 3/s
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K U Energy................ 3014 + 1/s
Kroger
+ 3/s
LG&
+ 1/4
Lucent Tedi....-......—.-... 53 • 3/1
Mattel
sec
McDonald'
- 14
Microsoft
J.C.
+ 1/s
Peoples First•.--......-....24B 25A
Quaker Oats-.--.........- 373/s roc
Schering-Plough......--... 7774 • 1/s
+
Time Wareer.......-.—.-443/1 - 'h
UST.-.-.--.......—.-.—.2874 - 11/.
-
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At Murray Elementary recently Betsy Runnels
played the violin for the
class.
First-year primary students from North Elementary visited the Murray
Police Station. Officer Barnhill answered questions about his police car.

qi1S:

r

The CCHS Environmental Research Team performs biological and
chemical tests to monitor the water at East Fork of Clarks River behind
Wiggins Furniture. In addition, the team monitored the Bee Creek and
Martin Chapel Road site.

Laura Rogers in Mrs.
Grogan's class at East
Elementary is counting
the seeds in her apple after estimating the number of seeds she expected to
find.

During career awareness
at Murray Elementary,
Tristan dresses as an artist because of his
teacher. "I want to be an
artist just like Mr. Art".

Ashley Bogard and Kara
McColl, fourth grade students at Southwest, are
shown shopping at the
Accelerated Reading
Store. Points from the
Oprogram are earned
through reading books.

Justin Ripley and Harmon Brown (student's in Mrs. Grogan's class at
East Elementary) are playing tic tac toe using "0" and "5" This is how
they practiced writing these two numbers.

r
...--
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MMS mathematics teachers/collaborative teacher are team teaching
seventh and eighth graders In a combined class. The students In Mrs.
Zirbel, Mrs. Vonnahme and Mr. Gierhart's third period class are working
to complete a hands-on interdisciplinary unit. Pictured left to right is
Deianda Olive, Mrs. Vonnahme, Megan Haverstock, Mrs. Zirbel and Jessica Dowdy.

Murray State Nursing students, David Nelson and Lori Callihan, are pictured talking to Mr. Foley's sixth grade Science classes about the various forms of tobacco products and their effects on students.

Mrs. Jones' math class at Southwest did a culminating activity which
consisted of counting out money that equaled the price of the products
to make a cookie mouse. Pictured are Courtney Elder, Cassie Hendon,
Heather Lowe and Jacob Burks.

Mrs. Zirbel is assisting a group of fourth period mathematics students
with their Will project. The M&IA project is culminating lesson covering'
various core concepts in the assessment of Probability/Statistics. Pictured left to right is Lauren Owens, Kayla Olive, Mrs. Zirbel and Whitney
Alexander.

6th grade students, Kendra Kear, Ashley Hannon and Kim Lane, are
peer-editing personal narratives written in Ms. Davis' Language Arts
Block. This is part of the Writing Process modeled for students so they
can practice skills required for their growth as writers.
Shown are students from Marsha Gamer's Motor Development classroom participating In a sensory motor activity. The containers contained cold, warm and hot water. Overall, the hot water was used most
frequently.

The children In Family 2-A are pictured working on an assembly line
They are mass producing various products. The children have been
studying inventors, production lines, problem solving and critical thinking skills. This is in conjunction with The School To Work Program

Eyes are our Window_p the world...

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round Program

The

Learning
Through

World Is

Play

Our
Playground

Serving Age3 hrough 5
L205 B Center Drive 753-6578
Hours: 730 airl.--5:20 pin.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).
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UADmORE School

That's how all of
US should feel
about our eyes
In order to take
good care of our
eyesight, it is important to have
our eyes examined
regularly. Many eye diseases, such as
glaucoma, can be successfully
treated if detected early.
If you care about your eyes, make an
appointment for an exam today

1100K-N CARD *

Supply ,
Check List

0 Dictionaries
Li Cliff Notes
LA Classic Books
LA Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
Li Special Orders
Taken on Most Titles
Not in Stock.
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eeeeeeeeee•

Eyecare Specialties
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Dr. Kevin M. Adams
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308 S. 12th St. • Murray• 759-2500
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hunters, I
for sell'
436-5494

AKC CO
753 4545

AKC Rom
Poodles
shots &
Call 489-
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VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

WILL mow yards any size
Call now to schedule,
489-2854

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, wo
mens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Workers Cafe
Home Cooked
Meals
Everyday &
Desserts
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat.
5 a.m.-2 p.m.
Starting MarCh 28
Fri. Nights 5-9 p.m.
Sun. 7-2 p.m.
901 Coldwater Rd.
759-2288
(Formerly Jennie Petite)
I John Anthony Carroll will
not be held responsible for
any debts other than my
own as of 3/20/1997.
MIRACLE weight loss product of the' 90s! Remarkable new dietary supplement with chromium pocolinate. One month's supply
only $29.95! 100% guaranteed. Fo- more information
phone 1-800-548-7335.
1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATrON
Medicare supplement
msurance LS now
standanzed m 10
plata anii,we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has beat
increased to 5760 in
1997_
For more information
call:

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

753-4199
or oatloowlde
1400-455-4199
our 35th year

or

service-

CARPENTERS helper
435-4294, after 6pm

217 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

CARPENTER, exper
lanced only 759-9780 after
5pm

Ask For Richard
No Phone Calls
Please

CATERER at Murray State
University Part time position (up to 32 hours per
week) with partial benefits
package One year of experience in commercial
food'preparationrequired'
two years experience
which includes catering
preferred Must be willing to
work odd hours with some
weekend work required.
Must be patron-orienteo
and courteous. Salary
$6.00 per hour Apply at:
Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd , Murray, KY
42071. An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer

DOOM*

Waal
To Sir/

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340

ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia 1pc or all
you've got Call Larry at
753-3633

CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda,
759-9553
CLEANING Service expanding Call for appt for
free estimate Barbara
767-0423
WILL sit with the elderly
Experience & references
Call 753-4590 for
information
inn
Business
Opportunity

9% INTEREST Secured
DIRECTOR of Music, partby equity 753-9211
time Northside United
Methodist Church, Padu- AVON! Be your own boss!
cah Friday evenings, Set your own hours, determine your own salary,
442-4959_
choose your level of sucEARN $1,000 weekly stufcess Excellent supfing envelopes at home
plementary or full time inStart now No experience come You
decide which
Free supplies, info. No obliCall 767-4)773 or
gabon Send LSASE to
1 -800-SELL-AVON
ACE,dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond. Bar, CA 91765. BEAUTY SHOP. FOR
SALE- 3 styling stations, 3
EXPERIENCED dump
tanning beds, good tanning
truck drivers CDL requirebusiness 753-7455 or
ments 492-6141 or 753-2217.
753-1537
BUSINESS for sale
FIRST Christian Church, 759-4882 9 30-5pm,
Murray seeking part-time 489-2922
after 5pm
COMMERCIAL CONsalaried Youth Director for
STRUCTION SUPERININVESTORS
WANTED.
active and growing junior &
TENDENT Aggressive
i,enior high ministry. Send MINIMUM RETURN 15%.
construction company is
resume to 111 N. 5th St., 759-6000.
looking for experienced
Murray •KY- 42071
PAUL Harvey recently said,
superintendent with good
scheduling and people LOCAL day care has a full 'People under the age of 45
skills. Send resume to
time teaching position will probably never get a
Superintendent, P 0.Box open Call 753-7359 Mur- Social Security check!"
Concerned? I have the an107, Murray. KY 42071
ray Day Care
swer! Call 1 800-411-0883
COMPUTER Users NO EXPERIENCE $500
Needed Work own hours
TO $900 WEEKLY/ PO- RESORT RESTAURANT
to $50Kyr
20K
TENTIAL PROCESSING FOR LEASE. FAVOR1-800-348-7186 X 486
ABLE TERMS. 354-6422,
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
BENTON AREA.
OWN
HOURS
DAY help needed Apply at
1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209
Dutch Essenhaus Hwy
121 N
PART time drivers to escort
mobile homes Call
DENTAL Assistant wanted
Some front desk duties re- 753-7975.
quired Experience desir- PLASTICS MANUFAC- COMPUTER CLASSES
able but not necessary TURER SEEKING TOOL NOW BEING HELD DAYS
Send or bring resume to ROOM SUPERVISOR We AND EVENINGS FOR
Dr Ronald Babb, 1405 are searching for an agres- WINDOWS 95, INTERDudley Dr , Murray, KY sive individual with a vision NET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWK42071. 502 753 6327
to build and run a world
INS RESEARCH AT
class tool repair department to support a $35mm 753-7001 TODAY.
injection molding opera
lion Successful candidate APPLE Macintosh Perwill have a minimum of 10 forma 636 CD, including
years expenence in injec- color monitor, hard drive,tion molding, 5 years as a keyboard, printer, software,
journeyman. Expenence in and desk,$1000 753-9577
building and repairing leave message.
molds a must. To apply
send resume to: PO Box
766, Hopkinsville, KY
ay
42241. Attention: Rita
Brown.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

SpoclalLzIng In

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nall Biting

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
What the mind can cause, the mind can cure.

FREE CONSULTATION

FREE CAR WASH
W/Fill-Up

3

(Must be available lo
work weekeNs).
Apply in person at

Sonic

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

Ji _U

Hiring
Night Time
Cooks

JriA

1200 S. 12th St. • 753-0066
Mln. Purchase Required

HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
NURSING

Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATEQUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905

Sycamore, Murray. KY

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, iiseci
nfles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
JUNK cars & trucks Call
753-3633 ask for Larry
STANDING TIMBER any
species large or small
tracts 502-753-2533
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
150
Articles
Rif Sale
10FT son boat, like new,
$150 Wedding gown &
veil, size 9/10 $275
753-7852 after 5pm
2 USED vacuum cleaners,
1 upright, 1 canister,
each
$25
Call
759-9215
AVAILABLE now. Utility
sheds to store your lawn
tractor, tools & so forth
Solid built, any style, any
shape Will even match the
siding on your home Starting as low as$635 for a 6x8
We deliver & setup Call
Sam to discuss your needs
502- 767-9787
MOWERS 753-8292
PROM dress, black, size
12, $75, prom dress, black/
white with sequins & beads,
size 13, $75 474-8340
ROCKFORD Fosgate
Power 650 Mosfet amplifier 12" Rockford Fosgate
Punch Audiophile subs
Also have Alpine-CD changer and top of the line
Rockford wiring Call
753-0675

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722
TWIN bedroom suit, night
stand,chest, bed,springs &
mattress 200 amp mobile
home electric pole. 2 brand
new birch doors, already
stained. 32in for inside
753-3993

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

POSITION open for apartment manager & maintenance person. Please send
resume to: PO Box 390,
Benton, KY 42025. EOE
POSTAL JOBS Murray
area $12.68 to start, plus
benefits Carriers, sorters,
clerks, computer trainees.
For an application and
exam information, call
1-800-636-5493, ext. 94,
8am-8pm 7 days
SEEKING full time employee in optometric office.
Experience in insurance to
computer desirable, but not
essential Send resume to.
1208 Johnson Blvd , Murray, KY 42071.
WAITRESSES, short order
cook Send resume to PO
Box 347, Murray Attn Ann
WANTED Musician Send
resume to Mt Moriah
Church P0 Box 2831, Paducah, KY 42002, Attn Donald Topp Deadline March
31, 1997

EOE
o7n
Denies*
& ChNdcore
CHILDCARE in my home
Afternoons. evenings &
weekends Drop ins welcome /S9 01/6 Ref

In The Classifieds

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

/ ALPINE

lockrofdr
• oscrib
%JP Clik II 4=10

Tapes

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
(53 0113

Wiggins Furniture has furniture
coming in and we are in the
middle of painting and fixing up.
We're forced to sell at BIG DISCOUNT PRICES until we are
done. Furniture must be moved
out - (in order to get Extra Extra
Discount) we must make room.
Just received a truck load of white
wicker and 24 more pieces of
living room furniture.
COME SEE - COME SAVE NOW!
Up To 36 Mos. Financing • Free Delivery

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
2 mi. North of Murray on 4 Lane
753-4566

KING size waterbed. Good
condition. Light wood color.
$250 753-6063.
MARCH sale days! Save
on all bedroom, dining
room. & living room groups
and sleepers. Al bedding,
special savings. Rolla
ways. See us for all your
furniture needs. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
753-1502.
NEW folding walker, dehumidifyer, beige covered
dub chair, green covered
rocker. 753-3163.

BOOTH space available at
Grand Rivers Antiques next
door to Path's 1880's Settlement. 502-362-9099.
Ian

Uran &
Garden
36" WHEEL horse mower,
Ilhp,3sp, verygood condi:bon 753-3050, after 5pm
SNAPPER riding mower,
8hp, 30in cut. 753-3993.

Fans
Equlowat
2000 FORD tractor, live
dutch, good condition. Call
after 5pm, 492-6159.
4000 FORD gas tractor,
$6,000. 611 Baltic tiller,
$1,000. 1811 2 axle trailer,
$1,000. Call 489-2522, after 5pm.

200

&pods
Equipment
BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
ELECTRIC Club car, excellent condition, garage kept.
Call 753-0675.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

Mobile

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

4C A IIPIL

KING size 3 piece solid
wood waterbed bedroom
suite, best offer. Also
30inch electric range.
474-2331

Homes For Sale

Ugl9Puck
LT,A Rental and Sales

Clarion

DARK green leather sofa
and chair, beige/ mauve
sofa Both good condition.
3 Area rugs, blue, beige
and mauve Will sell separately or together.
435-4561 after 4pm.

270

HALEY'S

Dixieland Center

Pavcon Construction Co.,Inc. is now
accepting applications from experienced workers for
asphalt paving and
equipment
operators. CDL drivers
are also needed for
new tandem dump
trucks.
Apply in
person at
426 W Gardner,
Mayfield, KY.

DOG doe
prrvala S
years. 4.

1-10

Milos
PHYSIC Readings by Noes
Ann Advises on Past Present, Future All problems &
affairs of lee 7670508

4i

14X70 HOLLYPARK 2br, 1
bath. Call 753-4381, after
14X80 1988 NORTHWIND
3br, 2 bath, heat pump, all
appliances $12,500
753-1311

641

Storage

All Sizes
Available
753-5585
320

A=tes

1BR apartment with all appliances including washer
& dryer available Cab MurCal Realty, 753-4444.
1BR, nice, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
1BR upstairs apartment.
Appliances furnished
Across from campus.
$265/mo. No pets. Available now. Referinces
quired. 753-1203.

Business
Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

3000S0 ft warehouse with
lift ceiling 602 Maple St,
Murray. For information,
753-8964
4 CAR shop available April
1, 753-4509
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
OFFICE space in Southside Shopping Center
$275/mo includes aN utilities. 753-4509 or

753-6612.
SMALL house for rent as
°Mos specs. Zoned commercial, located at 1100
Glendale Rd $350/mo
753-4389 or ibd-69b0

GE
"Iligr
....1.1"-_ - -

2 DUPLE

HALEY I
Haley,
759-4218

INVESTM
duplex 3
all price r
Great Inc
bare, Get
Jobs Rea

1

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

2BR Embassy Apt. Central
gas H/A. Nice. Available
now. Coleman RE
753-9898.

206 South 6th

2BR, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Available now Coleman RE.
753-9898.
2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished.
Coleman RE. 753-9898.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments. 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY. 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.
BRAND new, 2br, 1% bath
townhouse, appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month. tyr lease, lmo
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905 or 753-7536.
BRAND new 1br, 1 bath
apartment. $375/mo, 1mo
deposit. 1yr lease. No pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
BRAND new 2br duplex. 2
bath, garage, all appliances, $600 per month,
lease, deposit. No pets.
1706 Oak Hill Dr. Ready
March 15. 753-7457.
EXTRA clean efficiency
apartment, furnished or unfurnished. Lease & deposit.
Located New Concord. No
pets. 436-5401.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

330
Room
Fee Red
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
utilities furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
PRIVATE bedroom, share
remainder of house, w/d, N.
Walk to hospital, downtown, business & industry.
$170 First, last & security.
References 753-9211.

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853

CHICKS.
geese Tx
Farmer
759-2248

Classified

2BR apt with all appliances
including washer & dryer
available. Call Mur-Call Realty. 753-4/44.

Mobile
Hesse For Rent

300

NEWLY remodeled 3br, 2
bath near MSU on quiet
street with all new appliances, central gas h&a,
w/d hookup, ceiling tans. 2
finished roorns upstairs for CREEKVIEW Self-storage
study rooms Double car- warehouses on Center
port & outside storage
Drive behind Shoney's
$575, lease, security depo- $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
sit, references No pets
NORTHWOOD storage
753-1059.
presently has units availTWO bedroom townhouse able. 753-2905 or
Ceiling tan, central h/a, low 753-7536
utilities. Southwood Dr
close to shopping center
Rent $455 with w/d, Available now. 753-4189.

Income Tax

NEW 2br duplex $375
month, 1 year lease. No
pets, deposit. 753-4937
days, 436-2741 nights.

2BR, nice, appliances &
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

2f3f1 duplex, 2 full & 2%
baths, all appliances, large
closets, no steps, covered
carport 20X30ft storage
building in rear. References
required. No pets. $525/mo
with $525 security deposit.
Lease is requited Caff
753-3018, leave message

2 BEDROOM located at
901 Sunny Lane, $270 per
month. 75a-3415 or
753-7123

2BR trailer for sale.
753-9866

2 BR, central heat
753-5209

DWARF
black Inc
& acce
753-4882

KOPPERI
buyers wa
homes-all
you are th
contact or
ous and
agents at
by office

1 OR 2br apts. new downtown Murray. 753-4109.

LARGE 2br duplex, 1%
bath, w/garage. All appliances, including w/d,
central gas h/a, $550/mo +
deposit, lease. No pets.
436-2113.

1989 SUNSHINE 2br, 2
bath. All electric, delivered,
$10,500. Call 753-7975.

4I3R, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd.$600/mo Central h/a. Available now Coleman RE, 753-9898

2 & 4BR houses. Lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.
3BR, 1% bath, central fila,
city water, % mile from city
limits on 641 North. Excellent condition References
& deposit required
$500/mo 753-3533
313R, 2 bath brick, 2 car
carport in country, $550 +
deposit 753-8582
38R, 2 bath house, 18
months old for lease CaN
Met-Cal Realty, 753-4444
KIRKSEY area. 3br, 1 bath.
Utility room, living room,
large kitchen, appliances
furnished including dishwasher. Newly decorated.
Includes tv & satellite Also,
pasture with stables
753-4284.

By Appointment Only

LAKEFRO
norama St
of new a(
vinyl sidin
gas heat.
Gentle slol
200FT on
mi from
Won't last
753-2339

753-8107
•

ZrCAR PET & FLOOR COVERINg)--x
Check our prices on prefirushed
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight
& Installation roil is Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knight's
Hwy. 641 - l'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 Yards

HAMLIN al
ley Drive. L
surroundec
ter, power
ready in pli
ful lot can t
$5000. Th
hasa6mo
1 bath mo
that can tx
parately or
arty Call
5pm

Murray

753-7728

.

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Lodger & Times
1001 Marlon Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Full-time sales position available for

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System, an equal opportunity employer, is now accepting applications for the position of Journeyman Lineman. Applicant must be a graduate of an
accredited apprentice program. Applicants
must possess a commercial driver's license,
and must be willing to submit a drug and
alcohol screening. Applications may be obtained at 401 Olive Street, beween the hours
of 8 am., and 5 p.m. The deadline for
applying is March 31, 1997.
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App. 10
Hwy.94
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New H
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Arctic

Refrigeration Heating and
is looking for qualified service men to do residential and
commercial refrigeration and heating
repairs. Certifications and tools are
required Pay will depend on experience.

I/2 MI'
Lots sti

Only apply in
person at
401 Memorial Drive, Paris

1,8
Call 5

Cooling Company

Pre

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
PROGRAM

Buildin.
price '
building
We ma
Call
Sri

For A Confidential Interview
Call Our Personnel Dept.
Mon. & Tues. Only 8:00-5:00

901-584-0924
(1) 800-215-4806
Dlt
4
A

Sprin
$35.00 pa
home. Wil
lot from u
Grey's Pn
753-62,11.

A
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

31,0

441

Pets
& Stipples
BEAGLES 4 adults. good
hunters, $50ieach Reason
for selling- geeing out
436-5494
AKC COLLIE pups $100
753-4545

1=11,

sin

Or

EL

.160
Lab
For Sib

SOLD
Fees
'visits

AKC Registered Tiny Toy
Poodles Vet checked, 5 1 ACRES near KY Lake
shots & wormed. $200/ea Boat ramp, New Concord
$5950 Easy terms
CaN 489-6081
759-1922
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
460
years 436-2858
Wain
Fetus
DWARF bunny, female,
black Includes large cage 107 EZELL Rd, FA story,
& accessories $20 3br, 3 baths, covered deck,
753-4882
2 car garage, heated rear
utility garage, fireplace/ gas
1;l1
logs, 3 acres, brick drive
MLS84000622. Call BarLivestock
bara, Century 21, Loretta
& Swaim
Jobs
Realtors
CHICKS ducks, turkeys. 502-753-149
2
geese Taking orders now
Farmers Farmacy, FRESHLY decorated, new
759 2248
home 3br,
bath, cha.
Highland Oaks Subdivi430
sion, 4mi N of Murray
$61,500 759-5571
Real
Estate
2BR. 1 bath sitting on a
2 DUPLEXES 492-8516
beautiful 1.3 acre corner lot
only 3 miles from city limits
HALEY Appraisals Bob
of Murray Great starter
Haley, state certified
home 753-4028 or
759-4218
759-4148.
INVESTMENT Cash in on a
duplex. 3 Great duplexes 2STORY 4br, 2 bath home
all price range, all rented. Wrap around deck with lake
Great income Call Bar- view Over " t400 sq ft
bara, Century 21, Loretta Under 2 year otd roof
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
Brand new septic system.
KOPPERUD Realty has Rented for $550 $53,000,
buyers waiting to purchase 527-9639.
homes-all price ranges. If 2YR old home,4 miles from
you are thinking of selling- town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
contact one of our courte- garage Large lot and lots of
ous and professional eatras 753-4761
agents at 753-1222 or stop
bath brick in.city.
by office at 711 Main St. 3BR,
Fenced yard, screened
porch, -$88,500. 753-8887
43S
days, 759-9974 nights.
Lake
Property
LAKEFRONT home in Pa- 3BR, 2 bath, approx. 1650
norama Shores. 1100sq ft, sq. ft. in Mathis Farm Subof new addition, at new division with extra shop/
vinyl siding, new central garage. Call 753-2627.
gas heat, garage etc. 38R,2 bath brick home
on
Gentle sloping lot to lake large lot in quiet
subdivi200FT on lake front, 10.5 sion. Many unique feami from Murray. Hurry! tures After 5pm
call
Won't last long. $134,900 753-4086.
753-2339
38R house on KY Lake,
central h/a, 2 bath,
440
$78,500 502-436-5253,
Lots
leave message
For Sale

460

530

TUESDAY

Homes
For Sale

Used
Trude

Services
Offered

Services
Cillered

48R, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
iced
492 6200 or
753-7688

SURROUNDED by harm
land MI this 14 yew old
three bedroom, two bath
vinyl home with large front
porch Located 5 minutes
from city See on Internet
and call Barbara at Century
21 753-1492

1972 CHEVY Cheyenne
Runs great, good condition,
collector item or fix up, aic
cab 753-3993 1967 Ford
Ranger all new brakes
new muffler, good tires, tool
box, motor needs a little
wont 753-3093

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214

WOODED setting for your
view and creek for your
children Add 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, dining room, bonus
room Storage abundant
(10x13 walk in closet for
example) Updated eat-in
kitchen Immaculate interior Call Rebeoca to view
Century 21, 753-1492

15186 GMC S-15 extended
cab, 150xxx miles 1981
Ford LTD 436 5050

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
-HAVE Rainbow will ew
Experienced honest & de
pendable mother daughter
team Your housework is
our priority' 492 8663

BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 full
baths. carpeted, fully brown
brick home with gas heat &
air cond. 2 car garage,
2499sq ft Extremely low
utilities, large deck, new
roof 810 N 20th St,
$119,000 CaN 753-6424
ESTATE sale, 3br, 1 bath,
in town, garage, central h/a
with separate 1 bedroom
rental unit, $63,900.
Household furnishings, appliances, and more items
759-9932.
EXECUTIVE home in
Spring Creek Oaks. 4 bedrooms (master bedroom
suite with fireplace), 3
baths, formal living room
formal dining room, large
great room with fireplace.
upstairs sitting room or
playroom, office or sewing
room, tiered patio, front
porch, professionally landscaped yard with sprinkler
system. Priced considerably below appraised
value. 753-1566.

.170

Illotorw/else
1988 HONDA 1500 Aspencede, 2 helmets, 39,xxx.
loaded and nice 753-3672
1995 MOTO-4 Yamaha
Asking $3,500 Call
436-2528 8am 5pm
436 6032 after 5pm
1995 YAMAHA Timberwolf
4x4, front & rear racks
489-2721
1997 YAMAHA Timber wolf $3,500 753-2125

EMIL

1986 SILVERADO 4X4
hvb. excellent condition
753-9208 after 5pm
1988 CHEVY Silverado
C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded, 70xxx miles.
436-2794 or 742-3596
(Pager).

38

199/

530

Homes
For Sale

4BR house with 23 acres
on Brooks Chapel Rd Call
437-4327

MARCH 25

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
naure repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

IF you want someone to,
Fix it, Clean it or Mow it I'm
your man! Call me & If be
happy to talk to you about it
502-759-4178

BACKHOE SERVICE
Aesbut Constructum
Uiveling
Certified Septic Installer
gacidio• Trucking
LBW

liBBONy

Car-rots
Compiele Foundations

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516

Now booking
residential masonry

ID
ID

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

LAMB Brother Home Improvements,remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

BACKHOE Service - ROY
1989 CHEVY Silverado, HILL Septic system,
drive350, V-8, swb, like new ways, hauling,
foundations,
753-9840
etc 759-4664.
1994 CHEVY 4X4 ex- BACKHOE SERVICE
tended cab Z71 truck with BRENT ALLEN septic
tank
33xxx miles. Call 436-2642 installation, repair, replace
after 4pm.
ment. 759-1515.
1994 CHEVROLET ex- BACKHOE Service- small
tended cab pick-up 4X4, lobs, driveways, box blade,
red with beige interior, rottertilling, snow removal
loaded
$ 18,500
753-0834 or 759-9835.
753-2125
BILL & Ted Wilkerson's
1994 FORD F-150, wit cab Mowing Service. Free estiWeekdays after 4, anytime mates. 489-2093,
weekends 753-5293.
489-2249.
1994 FORD Ranger XLT, BOB'S Plumbing Service
4cyl, 5sp, a/c, p/s, bedliner. All work guaranteed Free
$8,600 obo. 759-1410.
estimates. 753-1134,
1995 CHEVROLET S-10 492-8584.
ext cab, black, custom BREAKING and tractor
wheels, factory lift, Limited tilled gardens, bushogging
Edition, 30xxx miles. Call and blade work Phone
759-5661 after 5pm.
753-3413
1995 FORD F150 XLT B & T Construction Decks,
22,000 mites, $13,500. porches, outbuildings & priDays 753-4424, 753-3632 vacy fences Remodeling
after 5pm
repair Free estimates
759-0278 or 753-6579.

LANDSCAPE Services Installation of small trees.
shrubs & flowers Pruning,
lawn fertilizing, seeding,
yard clean-up Free estimates Small jobs welcome. 753-3484.

NEW CONSTRUCTION MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

LAWM mowing, hauling
handyman 767-9086

CALL ANYTIME

LAWN mowing. No rush job
herei personal one on one
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates
489-2590.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
furniture, 24 hr emergency
water removal Free estimates 753-5827

FREE ESTINI ATI !,

1-11

/111,0•1111

T
ri

r..1
4

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592

FREE HOME INSPECTIONS
Lawn car.iwoRrtis Horne Repair
"One Call
Does

FIROPERTYMNIAGENEN1

Vinyl
Replacement
Windows

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing

/Abbe
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Debris
UCENSED for electric and
IMMACULATE & Stunning! 1995 GRAND Cherokee
Removal
gas 435-4358
3 Car garage, pea gravel Laredo, chargold, 4X4.
We
also
do mowing & landscaping.
drive, 1305 Fleetwood. Gas 41xxx, $19,500 753-2861
L&L Lawn Service 10
log fireplace, large kitchen,
years experience of bringFree
Estimates
(502) 759-4599
formal dining, baths feature
ing smiles to our custom490
cherry cabinets, 3br brick
ers'
faces.
Commercial
or
Used
Sprinkler system
residential mowing & trimCars
ming Call 753-6289 for
_MLS14000506. Call Barbara, Century 21, Loretta 1969 NOVA, 2dr, dark blue,
your free estimate.
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
250, 6cyl, auto Mech
MARC'S LAWN & LANDsound, $650. 474-8666.
JUST Reduced to
SCAPING. LAWN MAINContractor or Home Builders
TENANCE, SHREDDED
$100,000. 3BR, 2 bath, Ir, 1984 CROWN Victoria, exCARPORTS for cars and
family room w/fireplace. cellent condition mechaniMULCH, GROUND
trucks. Special sizes for
Refinished hardwood cally & interior, 48xxx miles
BREAKING AND DISmotor home, boats, RVs
floors. Features big reck Selling for health reason. 17.4 FT pop-up
Licensed Master Plumber
camper and etc. Excellent protec- KING AND BOX GRADroom & 2 acre wooded lot. 1101 A- Circarama Dr
has 150 miles on it, been tion high quality excellent ING. 753-6226 or
Free Estimates
Penny
753-4168.
Highway.
used 2 nights, air condi- value Roy Hill 759 4664
New t-onstruction
Repair
MLS/4000439. Call Bar- 1984 FORD Tempo, 4dr, tioner, sleeps 6, refrigerator
MICHAEL'S TransmisWater
Heater
Replaceme
nt
bara, Century 21, Loretta automatic Reasonable
CLEANINGyards, barns,. sions. Gompiate overhaul
& much more. Call
753-3993
Jobs'
Realtors
Sheds, attics, garages on
753-5646
late model, domestic.
502-753-1492.
Hauling. Free estimates overdrive
1986 FIERO GT, black &
transmissions
1974 27FT Prowler cam- Luke lamb, 436-5950
silver,
fuel
injected
6
New
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
ASE Certified in automatic
per, self contained, sleeps
tires
&
brakes
474-2228
story brick home. Let your
COLSON Home Repairs & manual drive transmis7, air, $3700. 753-8306.
kids walk to school. Close 1989 ACURA Legend V-6
Additions, garages decks SiOriS Call 753-0152.
1982 NOMAD, 24ft, excel- remodeling, vinyl siding
to Murray Middle School & 107,000 miles, loaded
MIDWAY Fence Co. Chain
Hospital. Newly remodeled $6,900 Days 753-4424. lent shape 753-3993
20yrs experience
link & vinyl fence at reasonkitchen & cabinets, new 753-3632 after 5pm
753-5592
able prices 759-1519
carpet, central gas & air,
520
CONSTRUCTION & MOODY'S Mower Repair
large backyard. Excellent 1989 PLYMOUTH Sun
Boats
REPAIR- Free estimates Free pickup and
& Motors
delivery
HAMLIN area- Scenic Val- 3YR old brick home, 3br, 2 home for young couple or dance, 2dr, a/c, cruise, new
Remodeling,fencing, deck- 753-5668
ley Drive. Large cleared lot full baths on large fenced retirees. Offered at power module, Pioneer 1969' 16FT Outboard
Will Build I
Y ow Spec ificution..'
aluing,
plumbing
speakers
&
(150W)
electrical
tile.
surrounded by trees. Wa- lot with large outbuilding. $69,500. 753-3445.
MORRIS Mobile Home
• Knaen. Catnn1/4:1_, & V =ales
753-6893 leave message. minum bass boat. 489-2832.
ter, power, and septic al- Located on Wiswell Road 1
MELROSE PLACE, 1206
436-2102.
Movers Local and Out of
• _Office. rurniture & Entertainment (Miler.;
ready in place. This beauti- minute from Murray Too Melrose offers this 3br 1989(WHITE)Thunderbird
COUNTERTOPS and State Moving 767-9630
many
extras
Solid Surface Counicr Tops
•
1977 18ft. Hydra Sport Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
to list. Must home featuring living
ful lot can be yours for only
SC,
supercharge
d
V-6,
exroom,
$5000. The lot currently see to appreciate. Asking dining room with hardwood tra clean/ nice. Fully bass boat,- 115hp Evinrude with formica. Wulff's Re- MOWING, trimming, etc
502-759-9672
has a 6 mo. old 14X60 2BR, $118,000. CaN 753-3710 floors, kitchen & family loaded Call 753-0425 or motor, new depth finder & covery, Murray 436-5560 Rudolph's lawn care Af41, N. \cal
in.v.cr: •
.1 f)!, VISION. 01 S01..-1111
%VALI SYS I I NIS, INC
fordable. dependable sertrolling motor, $3500.
1 bath mobile home on it after 5pm.
room. Garden spot in back 753-0882.
CUSTOM
BUILT wooden vice 502-753-9095 Free
753-2861.
that can be purchased se- 416 CHANTILLY
, 2br, 2 yard. Just reduced, offered
decks, fencing, pole barns, Estimates.
parately or with the prop- baths, ceramic, luxury ca- in the $60's. Contact Kop- 1990 BONNEVILLE SE,
4dr, blue, loaded, 76xxx 1984 PROCRAFT IT!, ft, sheds, carports Also repair
erty Call 753-3710 after binets, cathedral ceiling, perud Realty. 753-1222.
150hp Mercury motor, gar- & rebuild. Excellent work- MOWING, weedeating
miles, $5,000. 753-0178.
CREDIT PROBLEMS?
5pm
$69,900 527-9921.
age kept, low hours manship Affordable rates Commercial, residential,
MOVING out of state, 1990 CHEVY Beretta
Indy, $6,500. 753-4606.
church
or
cemetary
753-7860
DON'T HIDE!
must sell! 3 BR 14 bath teal green, V-6, auto,
ranch. Brick with carport loaded, tint, 70,XXX miles. 1986 16FT Bayliner boat, -CUSTOM bulldozing and 474-2037
24-HOUR
and detached garage on $4,900 obo. 753-6554.
$2803 & go cart, $325 backhoe work, septic sys- MULCH delivered, Murray
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1.47 acres. Many special
753-0563
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm 436-5560
1-800-748-8353
features, $69,000. Call 1990 GRAND Am SE, AM/
Horace Sholar
NEED a carpenter? All
GUARANTEED FINANCING
437-4309 for a showing. FM, CD and sunroof. 85xxx 1987 SEA Ray 19'2" Bow
Also Water View & Oft Water
CUSTOM paint and body- types of carpenter work
miles, $4800 753-0619
If we can't get you financing we'll pay
Rider Special Edition . work Graphics and
"New Subdivision-Now Open"
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 2'4
motor- Decks, porches, handrails,
1990 OLDS 98 Regency 'Sorrento V-6 Mercury en- cycle painting 753-7010 garages, trim work & other
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.
baths.
Open
foyer,
col* 84 Lots * Underground Utilities
umns, tile floors, etc, etc. Broughman, 130,XXX gine "205hp'. Full loaded after 5pm.
odd jobs. Mark Prescott.
Call Doug Clark
* Blacktop Roads * Restricted
City subdivision. Ready to miles 489-2035, after 6pm with accessories. Extra
753-2627.
COUNT
RY CHEVROLET
nice condition. 1991 load DAVID'S Cleaning Sersel. 759-2571, 435-4013, 1993 MERCURY
App. 10 Minutes From Murray, Ky. Take
Tracer, rite trailer Call 759-0425
Lawn
vices. 'Cleaning vinyl sid- NICHOLS
527-8671
1-800-457-4866
or
435-4040
17,XXX miles, auto, a/c, 753-0882
Hwy.94E & Turn Right On Hwy.732.
ing, homes, mobile homes, Maintenance Servicing
$5,800
p/s.
obo.
759-1410
NEW apprx. 14006q ft, 3br,
Follow Signs To Subdivision.
boats, brick driveways, Murray and Calloway
2 baths, located in newly 1994 CHRYSLER New 1994 MARINER 40hp, parking lots, all exterior County. Special rates for
established subdivision, Yorker, excellent condition, $1,000 753-6579
cleaning, acid cleaning large lawns and lake prop$83,900 firm 436-5362, 52,XXX miles. $15,750. DARNELL Marine Inc. now available David Borders, erties For total lawn care,
New House On Water Front Lot Now
436-5437, 759-4567.
759-4163, after 6pm
doing service repair on Insured, Completely Mo- call 759-9577 Call tor
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. estimates.
Under Construction
NEW construction- 3BR, 2 1994 HONDA Prelude, Mercury, Mercruiser, MarCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Cellular 502-853-1108.
PAINTING. Interior- exter
bath, hardwood toyer, large dark blue, sun roof, fully iner & Yamaha See
CUSTOM WOODWONIUNG
Call Jim or Vickie Rowlett
George
or
Shane
excluior.
types
AN
of
home
repair
lot.
North school district. loaded, extra nice Call
DEAD DOCTORS DON'T
All Types Of:
Days 901-498-8161
sively. 753-3734, Hwy 94 LIE! Amazing colloidal min- Free estimates 436-5032
489-2671 after 5pm.
759-0425 or 753-0882
•
Custom Woodworking
Nights 901-642-2478
East.
erals changing health & PLUMBING repairs, fast
NICE 2br brick home con- 1994 PONTIAC Grand Am
bank accounts nationwide!! service. 436-5255.
Special Opening Prices!
veniently located near GT, fully loaded, V6 with
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Free tape!!! Phone
downtown Murray in a great 51xxx, excellent condition IN Truck camper, sleeps 6, 800-374-6477,
• Drop by and see our showroom
Pager PURCHASE Auto Detail
neighborhood. Home fea- & well maintained Asking stove, refrigerator, stereo & 6615.
402 SUNBURY
Fair rates on interior/ eider
MURRAY (Boymnd Bunny Bmach
tures new carpeting & wall- $10,900 Call 753-3710 af- furnace. Good condition,
ior care. Phone 832-2709
/53 5940
•
paper. Offered in the $40's ter 5pm
$650. 474-8898
;
; 161
41111111101
ELECTRONICS INSTAL- for prices.
through Kopperud Realty.
753-1222 MLSI 3000816 1994 TOYOTA Corolla, KAWASAKI & Yamaha jet LATION SPECIALISTS- ROOFING and painting, in
Vats'fay
"
'
Iw"lir2-7
4dr, automatic, 59,xxx skies. Both on double Sattelite systems from tenor, exterior, etc. 25yrs
READY for Immediate miles. Like new lease car. trailer. Excellent condition, $12900 DSS Sattelites in- experience. 10% Discount!
occupancy- New home, 753-9459, leave message. $5200. 502-522-5625.
stalled. Phone jacks added. Senior Citizens Mowing &
38R, 2 bath, great room,
Cable jacks added. Com- Yard Maintenance
dining room, eat-in kitchen, 1995 CHRYSLER Cirrus
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
plete sales and service of 474-0107
530
- A Wondaluf Address 45,XXX
LX,
miles,
hunter
open floor plan. 1602 Tabusiness and residential
/civic's
Quality contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
green,
V-6,
air,
pAv,
ROOFINGTear CAS, re
bard. Call 753-0090.
phone systems, home
1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Offered
am-tm cassette, new tires &
roofs & new roots
-We Service All Major BrandsREDUCED! $198,800, new brakes_ $12,700 obo. Al Al A TREE SERVICE, theatre, intercom, room to 437-4718
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
room stereo, burglar and
($21,000
below
appraisal).
759-4590.
stump removal, tree spray- security
for now and the future.
AMERICAN
systems Murray ROY Steele Trucking
3BR, 24 baths, 2 fireing, hedge trimming, land- Telephone
STANDARD
I'M
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
&
Electronics1995
DODGE
Neon,
2dr,
White rock, gravel, sand
places, plus large 7 acre
scaping, mulch hauling & Chip Veal,
Owner 753-6879
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7788
private backyard. Roomy white, 5sp, good condition
mulch spreading, gutter 753-7567.
.
0U41
'..1=7
1.
brick ranch. Circle drive, 2 Need to sell, best reason- cleaning. Licensed & inNC wow
SEAMLESS gutters incar heated garage. able offer! 436-6026, leave sured, Full line of equip- EVANS Odd Job Service
stalled, residential or comIALSS4000502. Cat Bar- message
Murray Ky
tic *M02182 (502) 435-4699
ment, Free estimates. Tim Lawn care, landscaping, mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
bara, Century 21, Loretta REDUCED
436-5744, mulching, tree removal, 753-6433.
' Reduced' Lamb
Jobs
Realtors. 1992 Cadillac Sedan
hauling, gutter cleaning,
de 1-600-548-5262.
502-753-1492
etc. Free estimate_ Call STUMP REMOVAL &
Ville, 95xxx miles
A 1 Tree professionals.
TREE WORK- Low rates,
489-2617, leave message
Building quality homes at an affordable
REMODELED 2br house 759-5626
Stump removal, tree sprayfree
estimates
Experienced
central
gas
heat
& air, large
ing, serving Murray, Calloprice Free floor plan consulting and
502-658-3566
195
new deck, new 24X32
way County since 1980. FOR your homebuilding or
building estimates
workshop, carport, storage
Free estimates 437-3044 remodeling needs, contact SUMMER'S almost here!
Yeas
building. On 2 acres on N
or 492-8737.
Jerry at Heritage Construc- Keep your car cool with
We make a difference by being different,
4th St., $52,500. Call 1988 GMC Safari,
V6, all A & A Lawn Care Mowing, bon. Free estimates, refer- tinted windows from Blue
759-4808
502-436-5744
Call today and see why your home
ences available Heritage grass Window Tinting All
power, dual U. well main- trimming, landscaping
,junk
work
52152
1.-80054
guaranteed.
Call
for
a
Construction
753-2316
tained.
,
dean,
Very
should be built with PRESTIGE"
140xxx
THE paint isn't dry on this
hauling, tree trimming Safree estimate. 753-6554
new 4br, 2.5 bath home. miles, $4250. 436-5610.
tisfaction Guaranteed
GARDEN tilling, grader
Tree Trimming
PCV4Sgp a WRAP? lcrim Entierias
Palladian windows adorn 1994 CHEVY
blede work, bushhogging SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Blazer, 6,xxx Mark Lamb. 436-5791.
24 Hr Service
Claw. Service
the facade of this excellent,
Removal
Insured
Hodge Trimmer*.
Miles Asking $16,500. Call
4
ADAM'S ODDS-N-ENDS lots. Gerald Carroll, line of equipment. with full
fully functional plan Youll 436-2528
Tme Sprorof
Free esEgerigrewit
gam-5pm, CARPENTRY-Repairs and 492-6159.
love the hardwood flooring 436-6032 after 5pm.
Seam
timates. Day or night,
Tree
remodeling. No job too
Remsevid
throughout. two spacious
753-5484
small
502-759-990
6
GREEN'S Home Improvegreat rooms, soaring ceil- 1995 DODGE Caravan,
ings and quality craftsman- one owner, 25,XXX miles. AFFORDABLE Homes/ merit Siding, lector, soffitt TEACHER wanting yards WALTERS Contracting WEST KY Lawn Care.
to mow. Call 753-6125.
ship throughout. Located in 753-5121.
Free Estimates, Guaran- Mowing, trimming, *lazDream Homes built on your & decks. 502-354-6445.
Murray Estates on quiet 1996
teed
Quality Work ing, liming, aerating,
THE
°titter
lot.
Co
Choose
from
plans
Seendess
we
HAND
MERCURY ‘411ager,
wash & wax vehicles
cul-de-sac. This home loaded,
& uphoistry cleaning. Free aluminum gutters, variety Licensed & Insured. Over mulching, landscaping.
24xxx miles, have or one of your own
could be just whet your $20,000
20 yews experience Roof Trim shrubs hauling tree
Starting at $35 sq ft Free estimates. Call 489-233i, of colors Licensed, in
492-6769
looking for. For Inquires cell
wig adddions, vinyl siding, removal Have references.
wed.
Eslimme
consultation
&
available
estimate.
ask
S
tor
Brian
Spring Construction Special!
435-4487, 759-1828 or
decks, remodeling Call For Free Estimate calf
759-4690.
& K Construction,
753-9950.
HANDYMAN Company.
753-2592.
$35.00 per sq. ft excluding riding for basic designed
753-9048, leave mango
753-3078/ 753-7091.
Used
Remodel- Repair- Re- WOOD VCR- repairing
home. Will build on your land or you can purchase a
TWO story, 4br, 2 bath
Tante
YARDS
AU.
around hauling, junk plies. Emergency VCR's, microwaves, Mon- WILL do your lawn mowing
mowed. Lynn
lot from us. Financing available, contact Edwina at
brick home in Murray.
clean-up, cleaning out electrical/ plumbing. We do Fri,9-12, 1-5 Free esti- and trim work. Reasonable Grove area. 4311-4423.
Grey's Properties 759-2001 or Prestige Homes at
$99,000 negotiable 1504 1989 FORD F150 XLT Lar- sheds gutters, tree wort II MI
mates VisartAC accepted
Licensed & insured
prices Call 753 2530
753-5628. References available.
Johnson. 787-9072.
iet, 86,000 obo 753-2060 Joe, 436-2867.
Ammer.
753-0630
47441621
leave message
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Cooksey's Plumbing

•iatara 436-2667 I
I

Custom
CABINETS
G WOODWORKING

LAKE FRONT LOTS

McKee Port Subdivision

'S

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

A

Prestige Homes it

• mb Brothers
Tree Service

753-5628

1
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Peoples Bank, was named as the
"Man of the Year" at the 40th anniversary banquet of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, Commissioner
of Commerce Katherine Peden,
and Dr. Will Frank Steely were
the banquet speakers.
Murray Kiwanis Club observed
National Wild Life Week at its
meeting. Paul Sturm, Wild Life
manager of Tennessee Valley Authority, Land Between the Lakes,
was the featured speaker.
Mrs. R.D. McDaniel has been
elected as president and Mrs.
Max Farley as secretary of the
Calloway County Homemakers
Council.
Forty years ago
Murray City School Board has
named Preston Ty Holland as director of athletics; W. B. Moser
as directior 6f instruction; and
Fred Schultz as principal of Murray High School. A new building
costing about $80,000 is now
under construction on South
Ninth Street to house the departments of industrial arts and music
of Murray High School.
Mrs. Mac Johnston Patton, 70,
died from injuries sustained in a
one-truck accident on Penny
Road on March 24.
Mrs. J.1. Hosick, Mrs. H.T.
Waldrop, Mrs. H.B. Bailey Jr.,
Mos.' N.B. Ellis;-Mrs.. James Las-:.
siter and Miss Frances Sexton
were elected as officers for
1957-58 of Murray Woman's
Club at its March meeting. Girl
Scouts and their leaders were
s • ial, guests.

By The Associated Press
DEAR ABBY I am a 23-year-old
Today is Tuesday, March 25, the 84th day of 1997. There are 281
man and I ha ye been dating a won
days left in the year.
derful ()man My age for three
years. We have a great relationship
Today's Highlight in History:
and rarely disagree. I love her for
On March 25, 1965, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led 25,000
the time yye has, spent. the experimarchers to the state capitol in Montgomery, Ala., to protest the deem•es yye•ye had and the bond yve
nial of voting rights to blacks.
share
On this date:
The problem is that %e're at the
In 1634, Maryland was founded by English colonists sent by the
age when a great many of our
second Lord Baltimore.
friends art- married or getting marIn 1865, during the Civil War, Confederate forces captured Fort
ried I have a feeling that she could
see herself married to nit', but I
Stedman in Virginia.
have alyy ays had a difficult time picIn 1894, Jacob S. Coxey began leading an "army" of unemployed
turing
myself vy ith her for the rest
Massillon,
demand
Ohio,
to Washington, D.C., to
help from the
from
of niy life.
federal government.
I come from a family that has exIn 1911, 146 immigrant workers were killed when fire broke out at
perienced two divorces. which
the Triangle Shirtwaist Company in New York.
makes me feel very strongly that I
In 1918, French composer Claude Debussy died in Paris.
do not want to enter into marriage
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in Centralia, III., claimed 111 lives.
unless I'm absolutely' committed
and sun - it will lw 'til death do us
In 1957, the Treaty of Rome established the European Economic
part. Also, I have always subscribed
Community.
to the belief that when you're in
In 1990, 87 people, most of them Honduran and Dominican immilove and want to get married. there
grants, were killed when fire raced through an illegal social club in
should be very little doubt that this
New York City.
is :;onitilfing you want to do. I have
Ten years ago: The Supreme Court ruled employers may sometimes
doubts.
favor women and members of minority groups over men and whites in
I guess I'm wondering if there
hiring and promoting in order to achieve better balance in the work
isn't someone out there lin or
and I don't want to rush into
force.
anything that I could regret forevFive years ago: Libyan leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi backed away
er At the same time, there is nothfrom an offer to turn over two suspects in the bombing of Pan Am
ing better than having someone
Flight 103 to the Arab League. Soviet cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev,
who cares for you and for whom
who'd spent 10 months aboard the orbiting Mir space station, thereby
you care
it's just not how I imagmissing the upheaval in his homeland, finally returned to Earth.
ined things would be.
One year ago: First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, accompanied by
Am I living in a fairy-tale world,
her daughter, Chelsea, visited U.S. troops in Bosnia. "Braveheart"
or is there a real love out there, one
where there are no doubts? Everywon Academy Awards for best picture and best director Mel Gibson;
one I know would probably say we
Nicolas Cage won best actor for "Leaving Las Vegas," Susan Saranhave a good relationship and should
don best aCtress for4L-Dead Man Walking." The redesigned $100 bill
41111
1ny together I'm interested in
went into circulation.
what you and your readers might
Today's Birthdays: Modeling agency head Eileen Ford is 75. Forhave to say. How do you- define
mer astronaut Jim Lovell is 69. Feminist author Gloria Steinem is 63.
love'?
Singer-actor Hoyt Axton is 59. Singer Anita Bryant is 57. Singer
tits1FILISED HEART IN
Aretha Franklin is 55. Actor Paul Michael Glaser is 54. Singer Elton
MANHATTAN, KAN.
.John 4,50._Actress_Bonnie.. Beclelia is 49. Singer Nick Lowe is 48.
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It Only Hurts for a Minute
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CATHY
BRING ME LIGHTNESS! N
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South dealer.
lish the diamonds, losing a trick to
Both sides vulnerable.
East's jack along the way, and so
NORTH
make-your game.
*J5
The trouble with this line of play
✓ 74
is That East may be smart enough
•K Q 6 4 3 2
not to take the ace ofdiamonds when
4 A 108
you play the queen from dummy. If
WEST
EAST
this should occur, the best you could
+ 109862
+743
possibly do then is to hold yourselfto
qiP A 10 8 3
V K6
down one.
• 10 5
•A J 9
The way to prevent this from hap+64
975 32
pening is to lead a diamond at trick
SOUTH
two and play low from dummy in#AKQ
stead of playing the queen! East
Q J 95 2
would win with the nine, but the
•8 7
defense could not then stop you from
4KQJ
making nine tricks. (Of course, if
The bidding:
West played the ten on the first
South West
North East
diamond lead, you would still play
1 '11,
Pass
2•
Pass
low from dummy.)
3 NT
It is necessary to assume from
Opening lead — ten of spades.
the outset that the diamonds are
Let's say you're declarer at three divided 3-2. Once this is granted,the
notrump and West leads a spade. contract cannot be defeated regardYou count six quick tricks and can less of where the ace is located,
surely score a diamond for a seventh provided the king or queen is not
trick. The question is how to go played at the first opportunity.
aboutestablishing the two additional
It is true that this method of play
tricks you need for your contract.
will cost you a trick if it turns out
Obviously the diamonds are a that West has the ace. However,this
more promisingsource for tricks than trick is relatively unimportant bethe hearts, since they're longer and cause it affects only the-question of
stronger, so let's suppose that after making three or four notrump,
taking the queen ofspades you lead whereas ifEast has the ace,it affects
a diamond to dummy's queen.
the more vital question of making
All will be well if East coopera- the contract or going down.
tively takes the ace. Regardless of
Making the contract is always the
what he returns you can then estab- primary consideration.
Tomorrow: Bridge is a psychological game.

cRIENT. •

CROSSWORDS
series
50 — Roberts
53 Baldwin of
"Ghosts of
Mississippi"
54 An ocean
(abbr.)
55 'A Time to
Kill" actress
Onits )
57 Works
tediously
61 Ms West
62 Character in
"Othello'
64 Cam.pbell of
"Party of
Five'
65 Timid
66 Like - - of
bricks
67 Twelve
months

ACROSS
1 Josip Broz
of Time
5
9 At this
moment
12 Maple genus
13 Actress Skye
11 5
4C
Lyric

GARFIELD

t

•,4 YES AND ILL BE HAPPIER)
THAN A HOG WITH A MOUTH
FuLL. or SLOP

17 Santa Fe's
St
18 Period
19 Arrow poison
21 Rains hard
23 Jogging
27 Langella ID
28 "— — Is
Dog's doc
29 Bo
31 Auricle
34 "— 109"
35 Unit of light
37 Pecan or
cashew
39 Amer soldier
40 Eat
42 One

MALLARD FILLMORE

1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
AMA R D COAST
KRAMER
LAMOUR
ANDY
A POR T
P U
ZOE syn ss MEL
ATONE TALE
OL
ODOROUS ERROR
I SNT
AN I L
MUSTARD
ELL I E
SEES LARUE EE
SUR to I XIIIE
ELA
EH RELIC PIMA T
DAGAMA
LILI TH
LOGIC ERAS
3-25 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate
6 Vowel
sequence
7 Cable news
abbr
8 Dole's
running mate
9 Rounded
lump
10 Scent
11 Dampens

DOWN
1 Brown shade
2 Here (Fr)
3 Pro —
4 Of a planets
path
5 Japanese
American

44 (AGrtecrril
lasasn
subjects
46 Elevator sign
48 TV police
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35

WHEN YOU LOSE THE
FIRST GAME OF THE
SEASON IT'S A LONG
WALK HOME

IF ANYTHING GETS IN
`<;IUR WAY, YOU JUST
WANT TO KICK IT!

THEN YOU DISCOVER
YOU CAN'T EVEN
KICK GOOD
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DEAR CONFUSED HEART:
When in doubt, don't. Your girlfriend may be hurt at first, but
you would be doing her a favor.
She will not be happy with a
man who doesn't truly love her,
and the sooner you set her free,
the sooner she can begin healing so she can look for someone
who will love her.
To answer your question
about the definition of love, I
will summarize what I tell my
teen readers in the booklet I
wrote for them:
"To ask if it is love indicates
doubt. Love is sure, and is built
on inner realities. Love Means
liking a person as well as loving. Love is giving, not taking. It
is wanting the best for the one
you love. Love is on the go. It
makes you want to charge out
into the world and do, as well as
think, big. It doesn't keep you
inert, daydreaming and cooped
up with only one person.
"Love wants to share. To the
one you love, you give your
thoughts and your dreams. A
new happiness comes with
sharing them.
"Mature love is honest and
open. As time goes by and you
learn more about the object of
your affections, your love seems
to grow stronger."
When love meets these criteria, then you can be pretty sure
it is "real," and then you will
want to make plans for the
future.
CONFIDENTIAL TO"STRUGGLING STUDENT IN NEW HAVEN":"What matters today is
not the difference between
those who believe and those
who do not believe, but the difference between those who care
and those who don't." — Abbe
Pire

GET

SCARY JUST
WIGGLE YOUR '
--"Tr /
FINGERS AN SAY-WOE, BE GONE!!!

M SICK OF WINTER:
AND I'M SICK Of
THIS BULK4, UGLY,
HEAVY WINTER COAT!
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DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

-F.

•••••••••••••••••••

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

THa-7-

••••

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Tea years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education accepted the bid by
Calloway County Football
Foundation of $165.000 to build
a 70x160 foot Laker football
training facility at its meeting.
Tommy Sanders will serve as
campaign chairman for 1987 for
the Murray-Calloway County United Way, according to Betty Lowry, president.
Cindy Forth is pictured with a
fish, weighing eight pounds one
ounce, she caught while fishing
out of Kentucky Lake.
Births reported include a boy
to Kelly and Kevin Price, March
20; a girl to Tonya and Charles
Edwards, March 22.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University ROTC
will have an open house and display of combat and combat support equipment in use on March
26 at the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
A book detailing the family
tree of Robert Tucker will be released April 1, according to
Brown Tucker, author-bompiler.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James S. Smith,
March 3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Belcher, March 14; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade Cunningham, March 16.
Tracey Carraway, Chris Greer,
and ,Tony Carraway are pictured
with a stringer of bullheads they
caught while fishing after school
hours.
Thirty years ago
H. Glenn .Doran, resident of
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16 False
20 Ms. enc
Mice and
22
Men"
23 Lights out'
24 0-V linkup
25 Basketball's
fifth quarter
(abbr.)
26 Colin Powell,
for one
(abbr )
30 - The Time —"
32 Matured
33 — and shine!
36 Roman 12
38 Region in
Italy
41 Small wheel
43 Firearms grp.
45 Former UK
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What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What Every Teen
Should Know." To order, send a businesssizt-d, self-addressed envelope, plus
ebeck or money order for $3.95 I $4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054(447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: Judging from
your comments in several columns I
have read, I assume that you are not
in favor of alternative medicine,
including chelation therapy.
However, my 88-year-old mother
suffers from arteriosclerosis that has
resulted in arterial blockage in her
legs This has caused pain when she
walks. The vascular surgeon won't
operate unless my mother is in danger of losing her leg. We want to try
chelation What are your views?
DEAR READER: I do not make
blanket objections to alternative therapy. Some, such as acupuncture, are
often helpful. But I do insist on some
scientific proof that such treatments
are effective. (This is the same criterion that physicians use to judge any
therapy, traditional or alternative.)
Unfortunately. chelation (the
administration of substances, such as
EDTA, to bind toxic minerals in the
body) has not been shown to reduce
arteriosclerotic plaque or the symptoms caused by it. Therefore, I recommend against it.
At your mother's advanced age.
things are beginning - predictably to go wrong. There may be little, if
anything, that can be done for her,
except to limit her walking. The fact
that she has pain in both legs during
exercise suggests that the arterial
blockage may actually involve major
blood vessels in the pelvis, which supply circulation to the legs. If true, this
could be diagnosed by an arteriogram
(special X-ray test) and treated with
surgery (to remove the blockages or
by pass the obstruction)
If your mother hasn't had an arteriogram, she should. Then, armed with
the X-ray pictures, you can obtain a
second opinion from another vascular
surgeon.
This approach seems more reasonable to me than trying an expensive,
unproved therapy, such as chelation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 57-year-old
husband is physically active, weighs
142 pounds and has no symptoms
whatsoever. During a routine exam
last month, he was found to have a
right bundle branch block. According
to the doctor, the block was present
five years ago on a previous EKG. Is
this something we should worry
about?
DEAR READER: Electricity is
delivered to the heart muscle through
two large nerve bundles: the right and
left branches. A slowing of this electricity is called either a right bundle
branch block or a left bundle branch
block.
Unlike LBBB, which is always
abnormal and may reflect coronary
artery disease, RBBB is usually
harmless and needs no treatment; in
fact, it is commonly seen in healthy,
young athletes. The cause is
unknown.
Your husband has evidently had
RBBB for at least five years, probably
longer I believe that he need not be
concerned about it.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease."
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Bright and bold colors
will dominate spring,
summer fashion scene
By SCOTT NANNEY &
JIM MAHANES
Staff Writers

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Calloway County High School
senior Melissa Ainley has been
named as this year's Miss Spring.
Ainley was chosen from a pool
of high school seniors, this year
from Calloway High School. The
title alternates each year between
CCHS and Murray High School.
She succeeds Ken i Bazzell,
who served as Miss Spring in
19%.
"I was shocked," Ainley said
of receiving the honor. "It was a
big surprise."
Ainley, 18, is a member of the
FBLA, the Beta Club and the National Honor Science Society at
CCHS. She enjoys spending time
with her family and playing softball and tennis in her spare time.
Ainley also serves as a tutor at

Melissa Ainley stops at Alisson Photography. The local photographer produced the photographs for this year's Miss Spring section.

North Calloway Elementary twice
a week.
Part of Ainley', duties as Miss
Spring included posing for fashion shoots in local clothing stores
and publicity photos in various
Murray businesses.
"It was a lot of fun," said Ain ley of her experience as Miss
Spring,

A Time
For New
... Beginnings

After graduating from high
school, Ainley plans to begin college this summer at Murray State
University.
Ainley, the daughter of CCHS
Principal Jerry Ainley and his
wife Judith, plans to major in
elementary education. Ainley said
she would like to teach either the
fourth or fifth grade.
The field, of education is an
area that Ainley has had her
sights set on.
"1 have always loved kids," she
said. "I guess I can contribute
that to the early example my dad
has set for me. 1 know how much
he loves working with kids. That
has been carried over at home."
Ainley said she plans on staying around the area after finishing college.
"I don't think I'll ever leave
Murray," she said.

802 Chestnut St. 753-8181

Owner of The Edge, Cindy
Towrey, said fashion is taking
on a "fun" approach this year.
"Everybody this season is
having fun," she said. "From
all of things I've read and the
seminars I've • attended, I've
heard that 'if it fits your personality, then wear it.—
Towery said bright or neon
colors are popular in the younger crowd and for the older,
more established woman, the
classic lines are in.
"For younger girls, the 'retro' or 60s look is very popular this year, but that's strictly
the teenage look," she said.
"For the older generation, it is
the classic look with a neon
flare. They can add a little
color with accessories. Accessories are going to be the
key."
II See Page 13

• Plants & Trees
• Photo Frames
• Framed Pictures

Whether you're building or remodeling,
whatever your "beginning," see us first for the
most comfortable, dependable units you can buy.

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.

Bright and bold colors will
dominate the fashion scene
this spring and summer, according to several local fashion store owners.
Kathy Walker of Bright's
said lime and citrus colors will
be popular choices this year.
"Basically, the new trend
for this year is bright colors,"
said Walker.
Walker said that shorts are
always traditional favorites
among customers.
"I think really your shorts
are always going to be hot
(sellers) for spring," she explained. "When I say shorts,
I'm talking about city shorts or
walking shorts."
Square-heeled shoes are a
popular spring item, said
Walker.
Gay Haverstock, co-owner
of the Cherry Branch and The
Place, said informal, comfortable clothing is the preferred
choice this seastin.
"People aren't going to be
quite as dressed up this spring
and summer," Haverstock said.
"A lot of the clothing will be
soft dressings instead of tailored looks."
According to Haverstock,

scarves and straw hats are
back in style.
"Short skirts and long sundresses are always popular in
the spring and summer, she
said. "A lot of women will update their older pieces of clothing by adding a new t-shirt,
a red top or something like
that."
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Renting a suit
NEW YORK (AP)
Your
mother-in-law just died, and
you've outgrown the only suit
you own.
So rent one.
Whatever the occasion —
job interview, funeral, wedding, class reunion — some of
the same stores that rent formalwear also have suits and
sportswear to let.
Bob Bennett, president of
Raffinati, a manufacturer of
men's formalwcar, says he's
been making rental suits for at
least six years. But with the
workplace growing more
casual, he says, suit sales are
down,..and rentals are up. He
says suit rentals nearly
doubled between 1994 and
1996, though the numbers are
nowhere near those for formal
wear.

"Men just aren't buying
suits like they used to," he
says.
Raffinati makes black and
navy wool worsted suits and
gray wool slacks that can be
paired with a suit jacket for a
more casual look. They come
in kids' sizes, too, sizes 2 to
20. The key, he says, is to
make them easy to alter and to
wear like iron. They have to
withstand about 50 drycleanings before they are retired.
tic says the average price of a
rental is about S60. Shirt and
tie are optional.
How do the retailers spread
the word?
`Believe it or not," Bennett
says, "they advertise on the
obituary pages and help wanted sections."

KINA YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

The following local women were models at the 43rd annual sytle show presented by the music department of the Murray Woman's Club, left to right: Crystal Parks for Corn Austin; Joy Waldrop for The
Edge; Lanett, Kingins for Fashion Bug and Missy Poet for Bright's.

Old purses feature of exhibition
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Brooklyn Museum of Art, a
short subway ride from Manhattan, has an enviable costume collection from which it
has drawn for an exhibition of
old purses.
"From Pockets to Pouches:
Three Centuries of Hand-

bags," runs from March 29 to
June 22. It includes more than
40 pieces from the 16th, 17th
and 18th centuries, many
beaded and embroidered or
otherwise embellished.
There are several embroidered English and American

pockets from the 1700s, secreted under women's clothing
and accessed through slits in
their skirts.
Slash pockets on men's
rainwear today often have similar slits so men can have
easy access to their jacket and
pants pockets.

753-5719
612 S. 9th St.

When It Comes To Spring
Shopping, Melissa Knows
The Right Place!
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Fashion Institute of
Technology traces
NEW YORK (AP) — Early
forms of dressmaker patterns
date to the 18th century, but
they were complex and used
mostly by professional tailors
and seamstresses.
Then in- 1864, Ebenezer
Butterick introduced paper
patterns in graded sizes and
trarisformed the home-sewing
industry. Tissue patterns with
instruction sheets came along
in the 1920s, making the
seamstress's job easier. Now
home sewing is a S2.5 billion
business catering to some 30
million American women.
And it is being celebrated
by the Fashion Institute of
Technology Museum with
"Dreams on Paper, Home
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Sewing in America." This exhibition, which FIT says is the
first devoted to the history and
development of the commercial pattern, runs through April
19.
The exhibition also follows
the evolution of the sewing
machine from the early treadle
models to today's computer
programmed models. But it's
the paper pattern that "was
truly a democratic development," according to Dorothy
Twining Globus, FIT's museum director. "It allowed women to access the same styles,
at the same time, and sometimes by the same designers,
as the society women they
admired."

Fa!
KINA YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Recently local women were models at the Murray Woman's Club's 43rd annual style show which is
presented by the music department. Those pictured are, left to right, Jean Lampkins for D.K. Kelly;
Betty Lowry for Bright's; Trine Lasseter for The Edge and Wendy Parker served as narrator.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Sotheby's auction house in
New York is setting up a fashion department that will emphasize haute couture from the
last half of the 20th century.
"Recent fashion is an art'
form whose time has come,"
Tiffany Dubin, department

head, said.
Since the mid -1970s,
Sotheby's London has been
auctioning historic costumes
and textiles as collectibles.
The New York house will focus on more recent fashions.
On April 8, Sotheby's New
York will auction the estate of

Martha Phillips, founder of
Martha shops who launched
many designers in the post-war
era. The works of Bill Blass,
Geoffrey Beene, Galanos, Judith Lieber, Norman Norell,
Pauline Trigere and Valentino
are among those to be
auctioned.
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Tunics can be a wardrobe update
By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Features
The tunic is comfortable,
versatile, flattering, and as old
as Caesar. But every few seasons, this _ perennial favorite
among American women
catches the light as a fashion
piece.
"They make me think of
'Mod Squad' and go-go
boots," Linda Larsen German
says. "There's that slightly
flared shape that's gutsy, not
for the timid."
But Larsen German, vice
president of merchandising for
Liz Claiborne in New York,
says that in reality, tunics are
trustworthy and forgiving.

The tunic originally was a
gownlike garment worn by
men and women in ancient
Greece and Rome, sometimes
bloused and tied at the waist.
But the more modern look is
in the form of a long blouse,
shirt or vest or a short A-line
dress. And one thing that
makes tunics so appealing, designer Dana Buchman says, is
that they hide the hips.
"Recently we've come off a
lot of skimpy, body-fitting
shapes," she says. "Now
we're in a period of wearing a
tunic with slimmer pants,
which looks great on a huge
number of body types."
They can also be worn with

leggings and skirts of many
lengths. A tailored, sleeveless
tunic with matching pants or.
slim skirt and coordinating
blouse is fine for business. A
sheer tunic with bodysuit and
flowing pants carries the evening. And leggings or fleece
pants and popovers are perfect
for casual weekends.
But time was when the tunic
was known mainly as a child
of the '60s, perfect when
paired with bell-bottoms or
standing alone as a minidress.
Liz Claiborne has a matte
jersey tunic, $89, with matching pants, $79, in navy polyester and rayon. The tunic has a
boat neck and long, slightly

Fashion trends for men
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — It's
slim, Jim.
That's the projection of the
latest fashion futures survey of
the National Association of
Men's Sportwear Buyers,
which predicts the season will
include snug suits and sportcoats, pleadess trousers, and
tight knitted shirts.
"Very slim looks in suits
and sportswear have had
avant-garde support for at least
a year, and in 1997 will have
their first broad exposure in

American stores," says Jack
Herschlag, NAMSB executive
director. "Consumer reception
is expected to be small but
meaningful, and concentrated
among men who really care
about fashion."
The slim look is one of the
three main silhouettes available in stores. The others are
the new natural look, which is
a softened version of mainstream dressing, using soft
contours, drapy fabrics and natural proportions. Then there's
the "big" look, with bubble-

shaped outerwear, wide-leg
jeans and roomy tops and bottoms, popular with urban
youth.
NAMSB also has spotted
the appearance of tight, seethrough shirts and shirts worn
open down to the belt; updated
versions of matched sets of
shirts and pants or shirts and
ties; high- and low-tech looks,
emulating astronauts, garage
mechanics, and sports teams;
and the zipper jacket, reinterpreted in new colors, fabrics
and cut.

belled sleeves. The pants have
an elastic waist.
"Depending on how you accessorize,'' Larsen German
says, "you can create a mod
feeling." Consider bright colors, perhaps an orange snakeskin and chain-link belt and
big sunglasses framed in
orange.
On a quieter note, Liz Claiborne offers a tailored threepiece ensemble in rayon and
wool. The slim sleeveless
tunic with side slits, S129, and
longer jacket, $199, are in
bone. The flat-front pants,
$99, are brown.
Dana Buchman likes to update the tunic and its simplicity by using a fabulous fabric.
"As we move toward
spring, it might come in a
heavy washed silk and can
function as a jacket," Buchman says. "By summer, we
might do a floaty chiffon in a
more shirtlike shape."
A cayenne tunic in washed
raw silk with stand-up collar
and welt pockets is about $240
from Dana Buchman. In the
bridge line, Dana B. & Karen,
a sueded silk twill tunic in
coral, with long sleeves and
notch collar is about $180.
The tunic has become a

classic for Dana Buchman, a
division of Liz Claiborne Inc.
"We do a lot of different
versions," Buchman says.
"Sometimes the shape is modified to hang from the shoulders and is unconstructed. We
also love tunics that arc a little
more shaped and structured
and can be worn open over a
tank or knit top. They're like a
jacket, but they have the soft,
easy feel of a shirt."
For casual wear, Lands'
End, the mail-order emporium
in Dodgeville, Wis., offers
cotton long-sleeved, crew-neck
tunics with ribbed cuffs and
hems. They are $32.50, to
$42.50 in traditional red-andwhite and navy-and-white
stripes or in bright solids in
poppy, yellow, coral, and sky
blue.
Elise de Compiegne, public
relations manager at Foley's in
Houston, says tunics are popular across the board.
"The tunics we are offering
are suitable for both casual
and career wear," she says,
adding that they create a
pulled-together look without
sacrificing comfort.
Lands'
356-4444.

Everything a bride
could wish for their
new home...

FURNITURE,INC.
103 8. 3rd • Murray • 753-3821

CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-DODGEVEEP-EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. Murray • 753-6448
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Tips for selecting children's clothes
Anyone who has ever shopped
for children's clothing knows
hOw confusing it is trying to
determine the correct size using

age as the only guideline.
Unfortunately,confusion over
children's clothing sizes is nothing new, according to Eleanor

REALTY OFFICE
OR LivinG

Miss Spring & Kopperud Realty
#1 in Murray & Calloway County
A Winning Combination!

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Keene,general manager for newborn and infants at Healthtex, a
leading manufacturer of children's playwear.
"Sizes can vary dramatically
from one brand of clothing to
another," Keene says.
Why?
"Although there are two published sizing standards(from the
federal government and American Standards of Testing and
Materials), not all companies use
them," Keene explains.That may
be why parents have often complained that children's clothes
only come in two sizes: "too big"
and "too small."
"In fact, some companies use
sizing charts developed from
their own research," Keene says.
Healthtex, which has made
children's playwear for 75 years,
has combined both major standards with its own research.
The result is a children's garment-sizing system that takes
into account both height and
weight.
The company includes a size
chart on all its hangtags to help
shoppers choose the right fit the
first time and now offers a free
credit-card-sized pull chart that
consumers can take with them
whenever they shop.
The result, says Keene, is

better-fitting gannenLs for children.
That's good news if you've
ever found yourself repeating the
same old phrase, "She'll grow
into it," when you return home
from shopping, only to find that
the 12-month-size romper youpurchased could just about fit
your 2-year-old.
For a free copy of the size
chart, send a self-addressed,
stamped, business envelope to
Kids Chart, Healthtex, P.O. Box
21488, Greensboro, NC 274201488. The chart is available in
English and Spanish; indicate
language preference on the envelope.
Healthtex playwear, available
in sizes newborn through 16 for
girls and through 7X for boys, is
sold through department, chain
and kids' specialty stores nationwide.
Tips Make Sizing
More Accurate
Eleanor Keene of Healthtex
offers these tips when sizing up
children's clothing.
Don't use the formula of dou-

bling your child's age to determine size.
-Measure your child's height
and weight to determine garment
size. Height is from the top of the
head to the toes in inches; weight
is in pounds.
•If your child falls within two
different height/weight ratios,
select the larger of the two sizes
to allow for normal shrinkage in
100 percent cotton garments and
additional growth of your child.
•Shopping ahead is smart, but
seasons change quickly and toddlers' sizes change even quicker.
Refrain from buying children's
clothing six months to a year
larger than the child's actual size.
Chances are that your toddler
will have outgrown that warm
winter coat by the next time
winter rolls around.
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"Always read the garment
label or hangtag for special sizing information before you buy..
To help guide you, many manufacturers place their own sizing
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Marketers aim at outdoors types
By The Associated Press
While many people wear
their sweats while watching
television and put on hiking
boots for a trek to the corner
store, clothing marketers are
continuing to aim at the
outdoors-and-exercise crowd.
Danskin, for one, has come
outdoors from the dance studio
to expand its lines to be worn
for sports and recreation. And
Williamson-Dickic, longtime
makers of practical and traditional ivorkwear, is enjoying a
late-blooming cachet as source
of trendy clothes for work,
outdoors, and mall-hopping.
— Noting fitness walking as
the most popular exercise activitj, — an estimated 71.2

million Americans rely on it
for keeping fit — Danskin offers a variety of walking
clothes, from nylon pullover
jackets .($59), basic waiking
Shorts ($28) or long pants
($42), to slogan message Tshirts ($19-$21). The firm also
is marketing walking shoes,
tennis, golf, bike, and workout
items.
— Capture a bit of retro history with a pair of 75th Limited Edition hickory-striped
bib overalls from Dickies
($40). The company points out
that Henry Fonda wore these
bibs in "The Grapes of
Wrath." Or choose the Limited Edition khaki matched set,

featuring cuffed pants and
Eisenhower zip-front jackets
(Pants, $30, jacket under S5),
long-sleeved shirt, $30); these
wcoe worn by Frank Sinatra in
"From Here to Eternity." Or
just recall the. farmer, the
handyman, or maybe your
grandpa with the 75th Limited
Edition utility jeans ($30),
complete with those extra toolloops and pockets. The line,
which ties in' with Dickies' anniversary, is sized for men, but
the company says it's very popular with young women.
— If you spend a lot of time
in the sun — especially in the
intense brightness of the
Southwest or Far West — you
may want to check out items
offered by mail order from

Sun Precautions. A variety of
hats, ventilated jackets, shirts
and trousers are specifically
designed with special fabric
and'enough coverage to ward
off sun damage that can lead
to skin cancers. A poet-style
women's Big Shirt (S69.95)
falls tunic-length over leggings
(S62.95). A unisex Sport Shirt
(S84.95) is a color-block pullover with mesh panels for
ventilation and a gusset behind
the neck zipper. Most of the
items are made of the company's Sclumbra fabric, which
it says blocks 97 percent of
both UVA and UVB rays. For
information or a catalog, call 1
(800) 882-7860.
— Khaki seems to conjure
up an image of exotic travels

— possibly because of the
bush jackets and. hats shown in
movies like "The English Patient,' "Out-of Africa,- or
-for those who date far - hick
enough, "K in g Solomon's
Mines." These practicalromantic items are available
from Tilley Endurables, which
markets such items as the
"Vomp," or acronymically, a
vest of many pockets, in this
case 16 ($285); epauletted
bush shirts with expandable
pockets (S115 for a longsleeved men's version, $85 for
a woman's short-sleeved version); and the Tilley Hat, a
hard-wearing but comfortable
ventilated soft-brimmer (545),
along with a variety of trousers and shorts.

Paper patterns were
a clothing revolution
NEW YORK (AP) — The
introduction of paper patterns
in 1864 by Ebenezer Buttcrick
was one of the events — along
with the emergence of sewing
machines for the home market
— that revolutionized fashion
for ordinary consumers.
"Dreams on Paper, Home
Sewing in America" at The
Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology here Feb.
25-April 19 is an appreciation

of the history of these beginnings, which brought fashionable clothing within reach of
almost anyone.
"The paper pattern was
truly a democratic development," says Dorothy Twining
Globus, director of the museum. "It allowed women to
access the same styles, at the
same time, and sometimes by

II See Page 15
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Miss Spring and Judy invite
you to brighten up your home
by visting our design
department which includes a
large selection of wall
coverings, fabrics, floral
arrangements and decorative
accessories.

HappinesTlace
305 8. 12th St.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Out
of the frying pan and onto
your clothes.
DuPont's Teflon, which put
the no-stick coating on cookware, is broadening its stainfree finishes for ready-to-wear
where most spills bead up and
can be blotted off.
Last fall, Korct of California, which caters to the working woman, added Teflon
fabric protector to a collection
of wool separates for women.
Even silk, a fabric that
bathes you in luxury and then

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1997

takes you to the cleaners, literally, can be treated to stay
clean longer without losing its
soft touch and bright color.
Adrianna PapeII, a New
York manufacturer, put the
finish on its entire spring line
of silk suits, - dresses and
blouses. The company named
the treated fabric "Safe Silk"
and is using it on labels and
hang-tags.
According to DuPont, Teflon was first used on fabric
some 30 years ago when London Fog put it on rainwear.

DuPont says the water-based
finish resists chemical interaction with other materials. It
Works by forming a molecular
bond to the fibers, guarding
them from oil- and waterbased stains, dust and dry soil.
The company says it is undetectable by sight, smell or
touch and doesn't affect color,
feel or breathability of a
fabric.
Jaynee Berkman, executive
vice president, claims a silk
garment can be drycleaned
from six to 10 times before the

finish wears off. She also says
handwashing and ironing will
not diminish the protective
finish.
If so, even a white silk
blouse could look fresh for
more than a season.
Silk neckties, then, would
seem- an ideal target.
Berkman said Adrianna
Papell considered selling tie
silk with its trademark finish.
But marketing people found it
was a hard sell.
Basically, she said, the response was: "If you sell ties

that don't stain, men won't
buy more."
Ralph Lauren, who started
in business as a tic-maker .
some 30 years ago, says he has
no plans for fabric finishes on
tics or anything else beyond
what he already uses in
activewear.
But Gerald Andersen, executive director of the Neckwear Association of America
Inc., a trade group in New
York, is confident that stainless ties will someday be the
norm.
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Are this season's shapely
off-price women's fashion
store. "Body shapers can work
styles a little too form-fitting
miracles in minutes."
for your form? Before you
Just what are body shapers?
head to the gym, check out the
They're modern undergarlatest craze in intimate apments, made with Lycra spanparel: body shaping
dex, that mold and firm the
undergarments.
"We don't all need perfect
body comfortably. So while
figures to dress fashionably
the curvy fashions of the
this season," says Tina Sutton,' 1950s are back, the oldnational fashion consultant for
Hit or Miss, America's leading
II See Page 10
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Mastering the art of qaundrology'
If y_ottr white socks are seeing
red, your sports uniform is rusty
and your, grandmother's tablecloth has seen better days —join
the club. You are facing today's
toughest, and most common,
laundry dilemmas: stains, dinginess and yellowing.
Despite the fact that U.S.
consumers wash more than 100
million tons oflaundry in over 35
billion loads each year,few have
mastered the art of "laundrology."

Where should the laundrychallenged turn for help? Fortunately, a line of fabric treatment
products produced by Rit has
been specifically designed to
combat even the toughest laundry disasters without damaging
fabric 'fibers.
Designed to be gentle on fabrics, Rit products can revive both
today's fashions as well as family
heirlooms that have long been
stored in hope chests. With a
lineup that includes Color Re-

mover, Rust Remover, Super
Stain Remover and White Wash,
aamaged and about-to-be, discarded clothing can be brought
back to life.
In addition to these easy-touse fabric treatments, the makers
of Rit offer the following laundry
"words of wisdom":
•Most rust stains and streaks
are created by rusty water from
iron in hot water heaters or pipes.
Consider running hot tap water a
few minutes before washing to

Parents, children likely to
clash over clothing choices
By The Associated Press
Thank heaven for little girls
— and boys — except when
negotiating with them about
choices on the clothing
market.
You and your kids are likely
to clash about clothing; the
Roper Youth Report says it's
one of the top nagged-about
issues between parents and
children.
"Most parents assume that
kids are stubborn or just plain
spoiled when there are fights
about clothes," says Marilise
Flusscr, a fashion consultant
for OshKosh B'Gosh. It helps
to remember that kids naturally rebel to assert their independence as they grow up, she
says.
Little ones are likely to concentrate on mastering the skill
of getting themselves dressed,
while older children choose
clothes that help them connect
with peers, she adds. She recommends putting off purchases for school-age children
until after classes start, so they
can check out what their
friends arc wearing.
She points out that most
youngsters don't understand
the concept of matching, and
don't care. You shouldn't
either, she counsels. Let your
children make their own color
choices; you can teach them
about coordinating combinations for special occasion
dress-ups by attaching the accessories to the hanger of the
fancy outfit.
Here are some picks for
spring and summer, to haggle
about if need be:
— A screen-printed redand-blue color-block shirt
($18) and coordinating shorts
($16) for boys, both from OshKosh B'Gosh, follow a nautical theme for young sailors.
For a tiny brother, there is the
Backyard Bugs color-block

sunsuit in waffle knit, with a
big embroidered patch pocket
($20.50-$21).
— Old-fashioned pretty
dresses with smocking details
return, also via OKBG, with
one style in blue chambray
with embroidered collar,
another in pink cotton with eyelet lace collar, and a third
version in blue chambray with
plaid trim and embroidery
(each version $24-546).
— A new take on a girl's
denim jumper from Healthtex
Girls Club ($30-$32) features
a graceful A-line with empire
seaming and mock pockets.
Pair it with a short-sleeve
bubble-texture T-shirt with

print binding (S16-$18).
Another outfit for girls from
Healthtex combines daisyembroidered short-sleeve ringer T-shirt 4$16-$18) or a
long-sleeve top (S17-$18) with
chambray striped shorts
($20-22) with the same daisy
embroidery.
— The boys can have fun
with screen-printed Nature
Ranger separates from Healthtex, including a V-neck T-shirt
with applique patch (513-$15)
or a pique version with pocket
embroidery ($14-$16). Coordinate with either jersey shorts
($11.50413.50) or pique
color-block shorts with g woven patch ($12.50-514.50).

clear the water supply. If the
problem persists, you might need
to install an iron filter.
Bleeding colors are a result of
excess dye in fabric or improper
sorting. Rit recommends testing
fabrics for color-fastness before
washing — wet a hidden seam to
check for color bleeding. Or
make sure to wash white, color-r-%
fast and noncolorfast items separately.
•Dingy colors may be caused

by water that is not hot enough.
hard water or water levels that
arc too low. To combat this,
either wash clothes in the hottest
water safe for each item; Cry a
packaged water softener; increase the amount of detergent;
or use sufficient water so clothes circulate freely in the machine.
For other fabric care tips, write
to: Rit Consumer Affairs, Fabric
Care Guide,Dept. MR 97-1,P.O.
Box 21070, Indianapolis, IN
46221.
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Khaki pants a staple

•

As the trend in casual business clothing continues, the
khaki cotton pant has become
as indispensable to a welldressed businessman's wardrobe as the grey: wool suit
once was.
Althought the new environment is less formal, there are
still standards of appropriate
atiire that the khaki pant meets
with taste and versatility.
The khaki pant in pure cotton is the cornerstone of men's
casual office wear.
"It offers the ultimate
choice for flexibility, comfort
and style. A well-made 100
percent cotton khaki pant can

be paired with a henley and a
t-shirt for a comfortable casual
style; with a solid-color oxford
cotton shirt, vest and blazer
for a dress* effect," said one
merchandiser.
- To identify the best- -khaki
cotton pant, follow these rules:
*Find one brand that offers
a khaki cotton pant in a soft,
fabric with a style and fit
that's comfortable, and stay
with it. New colors can then
be added with confidence.
'Choose a khaki pant with a
double-pleat, sharp crease and
a cuff; a style versatile enough
to be part of a dressier look.
*Buy a pant made from 100

percent cotton which breathes
becoming more accustomed to
how to handle their new
freedom.
and wears extremely well.
'Look for a wrinkle-free
pant that enables a fresh look
even after a long day.
It's important to find a
khaki cotton pant that is competitively priced. Because men
are supplementing existing
wardrobes, many are more
cost-conscious. They need to
look for a good price that delivers value.
With 80 percent of office
workers dressing casually at
least one day a week, men are

II Shape up...
FROM PAGE 8

Khaki pants have become a
cornerstone of men's casual
office wear these days.

Transparency highlighted at shows
By DIANE SUSTENDAL
For the Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) -- Fashions shows are ... well, shows.
The semi-annual fashion
shows, presented under the aegis of Seventh on Sixth, the
host organitation for the
shows under tents in this city's
Bryant Park, are forums to offer apparel, testing grounds for
ideas, and venues- for
creativity.

One idea being heavily
tested by designers this spring
is transparency.
Designers paraded hundreds
of filmy dresses, shirts, trousers and skirts (with and without underwear) down the
runways.
It comes as no surprise that
this trend toward transparency
sent stark terror into the hearts
of retailers, who know a thing
or two about their customers.

It's also no surprise that the
savviest of designers know a
thing or two about how to
bend and twist a trend to make
it work.
The reality is: One need
have no fear of sheer.
For all of the see-through,
wispy clothing shown on the
runways, there are lots of
great-looking clothes real women can and will wear this
season. Clothes that step out in

gluxqn(rS

of Murray

Downtown Court Square

style, retain a modicum of
modesty and look both modern
and wearable.
By day, there are sensational separates, dresses and
suits that work for work and
for play.
Calvin Klein and Donna Karan both use thin layers of colorful jersey for clothes that
gently hug the body in ways
that revel the feminine form
but don't expose it.
Along with the skin games,
there arc also a solid number
of suits in classic, cheerful
spring colors and dresses as
well as separates in prints
which range from fanciful
florals to plaids of many sizes
to artful interpretations of
squiggles and dribbles from
the tips of paintbrushes.

fashioned, uncomfortable
girdle isn't.
Body shapers are lighter and
have more stretchability than
the traditional girdles, and
they come in a variety of
styles that address- typical
problem areas such as the stomach, midriff and thighs.
For all-over shaping, you
can get a full body slip. It will
uplift the bust while slimming
the rest of your figure for a
trim, tight look.
Want to eliminate stomach
bulge under a form fitting
skin? Try one of the "tummy
terminators," such as a highwaist brief that cinches the
waist, flattens the stomach and
trims the hips.
If less-than-perfect thighs
have prevented you from
wearing a slim knit dress, a
few minutes with a hip slip
that might change your mind.
It has firming panels that reshape the figure for a smooth
line under figure-revealing
fashions.
You can even find bodyshaping hosiery that offers
more of a slimming effect than
regular control-top hosiery.
While prices vary from
brand to brand, Hit or Miss
has a low-cost, highperformance, collection called
"Nip, Tuck and Boost" which,
as the name suggests, can do it
all.
For more information on
how to look trim and fashionable this fall without losing a
pound, write for a free "Latest
Hits— newsletter at Hit or
Miss, P.O. Box 335, Dept.
NU, Belmont, MA 02178.
Then call 1-800-94-STYLE for
the Hit or Miss store nearest .
you.
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By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Edition

In the corporate world, having an edge can mean anything from a
company car to a corner table at a hot restaurant to an elegant tie
that says you've arrived.

'Power ties' back
for professionals
Today's young professional
has an attitude.
He has someplace to go and
he knows that getting there
means looking like he has already arrived.
This may account for the revival of interest in better priced clothing and dressy and
elegant neckwear this season,
according to the Neckwear Association of America.
While image isn't everything for the 25-35-year-old
customer, it is an important
part of his career package.
"In today's corporate world
of 'downsizing' and 'outsourcing,' smart young managers are giving themselves an
edge by projecting a professional appearance," said Ger-

ald Andersen, executive
director.
"We are definitely seeing a
return to 'power' ties. The new
interpretations, while still projecting luxury and status, are
more colorful and expressive
than the '80s versions," Andersen said.
Richly colored and textured
solids, elegant horizontal
striped wovens and miniature
conversational prints are the
types of looks selling briskly
this season. The ties also make
thoughtful gifts to the 'poweris-good' set, though it is not
advised to give one to someone in your career path.
This year, if you play it
right, that power tie can pull
you through those knotty spots
in your career path.

When Fernando Sanchez
reaches into his closet each
morning, it's not for whatever's
back from the laundry.
"In New York, I dress nearly
always in a black corduroy suit
and white shirt," the designer
says. "The light is different
from Marakeech."
Manhattan, Morocco, Paris.
They're the centers of
Sanchez's gravity, all places
he's called home since the
mid-1960s. For a gentleman
whose passion is sumptuous athome loungewear, having elegant residences to wear it in is

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1997

practically a requirement.
This day Sanchez can be
found at his winter digs in
Marakeech.
His Moroccan home is a
desert oasis, built around three
courtyards, with palm trees,
bougainvillea and ponds. It's
harem-like, with sofas and piles
of vibrant kilim-covered cushions low to the ground.
Whitewashed walls, grand fireplaces and French colonial
chairs complete the scene.
"My mother used to go to
Morocco a lot, and she kept
telling me it was a country I
would love. I live in North
Africa in a world that is still

privileged, where you dress and
go to houses, and in the summer
you lie on terraces. You don't
dress the same for terraces as
when you go to a discotheque
in New York."
Sanchez should know. In the
'70s, he was a member of the
in-crowd at Studio 54, where
nightlife reigned.
"In New York I've given
apparently rather good parties,"
he says. "Quite racy, amusing,
hip parties. I've met marvelous
people and I've usually had
very pretty friends. They're
well dressed, and even if
• See Page 15
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Buy Your
Spring Fashions
Locally
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is the
time for...

•Easter
•Proms
*Mother's Day
'Graduation
*Weddings

110 N. 12th • 753-1515

Picking frames for sunglasses
With so many stinglasses to
choose from, how do you determine which frame suits you
the best?
In order to select the most
Pattering frame, your first step
is to determine the shape of
your face. Stand in front of the
mirror and outline your reIflection. Or, facing the mirror,
dab dots of neutral makeup on
your brow, check and jawbone
in order to produce an outline.
Once you've indentified the
shape. of your face, focus on
the frames that will be most
complimentary. Here are five
basic shapes with corresponding frames and styles that will
accent your features:
Square Face. Frames that
are slightly rounded or curved
will complement a square face.
The top of the frames should
sit high enough on the face to
downplay the jawline.
Oblong Face. Long, narrow
faces fall in this category.
Frames should cover as much
of the center of the face as
possible in order to minimize

CI

the roundness, select frames
with straight or angular lines.
Deep colors such as black or
tortoise also minimize
fullness.

Identifying the shape of your
face is the first step to picking
the most complimentary frames
for sunglasses.

the length.
Oval Face. More frames
look good with this shape than
any other. Just be certain the
size of the frames is in proportion to the face.
Round Face. To play down

Triangular Face. This
shape is defined by a broad
forehead and a narrow mouth
and chin. Frames with a thin
rim and vertical lines will help
balance the bottom part of the
face. Faramce should not sit
too high on the face or they
will emphasize the triangular
shape of the face. Avoid large
frames, heavy nose bridges,
bold colors and square shapes.
More tips include:
*To shorten a long nose,
choose sunglasses with a low
or clear bridge.
'To lengthen a short nose,
select sunglasses with a high
bridge in a light color.
*To minimize a wide nose,
select frames with a darktoned bridge.
'To maximize a small nose,
a light bridge in a light color
will lengthen the nose.
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Facts, figures on New York fashion
NEW YORK (AP) — It
helps you keep the clothes on
your back and fill yotIr closets.
Now here are some facts and
figures about the New York
fashion business
known informally as Seventh Avenue

— from the Fashion Center
Business Industry Improvement District (BID):
— The apparel industry is
New York City's largest private employer, with 225,000
employees and a payroll of $5

billion annually.
— The fashion apparel industry generates $20 billion in
annual revenue through production, assembly and design.

11 See Page 14
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Corduroy fits the casual lifestyle
By FRANCINE PARNES
For AP Special Features
The jeans generation has a
soft spot for corduroy.
Pants are corduroy's single
biggest category, according to
Cotton Inc., and sales of corduroy pants in 1996 were up
53 percent for women and 33
percent for men over 1995.
Cotton Inc. is the New
York -based research and
promotion arm of the U.S. cotton industry. Ira Livingston,
senior vice president of marketing, says corduroy is particularly appealing to fashionconscious men and women,
ages 14 to 25.
"Corduioy looks like a new
and exciting fabric to them,
and it fits very well with a
casual lifestyle," he says.

Corduroy's last big fling
was in the 1970s.
"Along with denim, it was
the major fabric for jeans
wear," Livingston says, "but
denim took over the market.
"All of a sudden, we're seeing this resurgence and predicting this will continue into
fall '97. For young people,
there's the 'Wow-what's-this?'
factor."
Corduroy is a plush cut-pile
fabric, typically cotton and
sometimes with a little spandex added, with ribs called
wales. The width of these ribs
ranges from fine pin-wale to
wide-wale.
The fabric name has French
roots. "Corde du roi" means
cloth of the king. It was named
in the 1600s when servants in

•Bright colors...
FROM PAGE 2
Debbie Kelly, owner of
D.K. Kelly, said jewelry is a
good way to jazz up a traditional look.
"Skirts are either going to
be at the knee or a little above
or down around the ankle.
Sheer fabrics and shorter jackets are in style this year.
"This is always a fun season," she said. "Citrus colors,
like lemons and limes, are in
this year. Nautical colors and
of course, traditional blacks
and whites are always good."
Neon Beach's Susan Underwood said sparkle lime will be
the hot color for the summer
months.
"Metallic colors and hot

pants sell really well," said
Underwood. "French cut bikinis and miracle bra tops are
also popular."
Colors are also the fashion
this season in workout gear,
according to Sherrie Fenley of
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods.

the Rench royal household
wore it. In the mid-1700s, a
savvy British merchant used
the royal connection as a sales
promotion. It was worn by
farm workers for decades until
it caught on as hunting apparel
for the privileged class. Today
it is popular as casual wear,
particularly pants, skirts and
jackets.
The hot color is indigo.
"The look of a deep blue
continues to be something customers are looking for beyond
just denim," Joseph Hudson,
men's product manager at
Lands' End in Dodgeville,
Wis., says. "To be able to buy
that in corduroy is a big deal
right now."
Leon Hall, fashion consultant to The Fashion Associa-

Neckwear tied
to 'Star Wars'
NEW YORK (AP) — The
re-release of the "Star Wars"
trilogy has kicked up some
cosmic dust in movie theaters
across the nation — and in the
workrooms of Ralph Marlin &
Co. Inc.
The neckwear designer has
added 10 "Star Wars" designs
to the 17 introduced earlier.

tion in New York, says that
corduroy, while not expensive,
has a luxury attitude and "perfectly accentuates a luxury
item such as a cashmere sweater or a beautiful woolen. It's
the period at the end of a sentence, the visual timing in a
garment."
What's new beyond the
blue?
"The pale colors, especially
when done in fine pin-wale
trousers, with a dark shoe and
dark top," Hall says. "Gant is
doing a wide range for men, in
wonderful colors like honey
and nougat and stone."
Lands' End likes pale colors
such as ivory and dusty blue
for spring. The favored style
for both men and women is
double-pleated wide-wale
cords. But above all, the fabric

Congratulations Melissa Ainfey
Miss Spring 1997
from—

Pam's Cake glut
"Quality To Be Remembered"
Pam Htufgins Owner/Operator
410 Main Strut

(502)759-4492

"There are lots of color in
tennis shoes this year. They're
getting so wild in their design,
you don't really know what to
expect from year to year.

"Where we make
shopping a
pleasurable experience."

"Umbro and Adidas shorts
and tops are big and sweatsu its
are in fashion year 'round,"
she said.
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must be soft, broken in.
"It can't be that old stiff
corduroy we used to have as
kids," Gary Kane, president of
J.G. Hook in New York, says.
And it doesn't have to be
limited to weekend wear.
"We're taking bodies that
may have looked great in denim or chambray but were too
casual for the office," he said.
'In corduroy, they look
fantastic.''
For women who want to
take wide-wale corduroy beyond pants, J.G. Hook has a
mid-calf shirt dress with empire waist and long sleeves in
brown, ivory or navy.
"It's almost like velvet, and
that's part of the allure," Kane
says. "Because you can treat
it like velvet, it becomes dressier, a step above denim."_
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Sportswear separates again popular
Gene Kelly knew it. Jacqueline Kennedy and Audrey
Hepburn, too.
The twin set embodied timeless elegance. There are some
clothes that always feel right
and look great regardless of
whatever else is going on in'
fashion. Certain classic pieces

such as a simple, shortsleeveless shell worn with a
matching, button-down cardigan never really go out of
date.
This past spring,'some spectators were surprised when
American designers sent models down the runway dressed

not as cyber-punks or medieval princesses, but as
proper young ladies. Though
the apparel industry's current
fascination with "glamour girl
" chic was undoubtedly inspired by the casual - style of
'50s icons, the enduring appeal
of these sportswear separates
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has less to do with the celebrities who popularized them
than with the garments' inherent good taste.
What's more, these aren't
necessarily literal translations
of former silhouettes. Many
"retro" looks have been fastforwarded into the '90s
through the use of lighter fabrics or softer constructions.
Forty years ago, twin sets
were commonly knit from
cashmere, angora or other luxury fibers, but today, these
sweaters are available in affordable cotton and consumers
are snapping them up. Recently, both Express and Henri
Bendel featured cotton twin
sets in a rainbow of colors in
their stores.
"We started with cotton
twin sets last summer and they
have performed outstandingly
well for us," says Teresa Tymoski, vice president, general
merchandise manager for
Henri Bendel. "It's the new Tshirt — a look you can take a
lot of different places."
Tymoski points out that on a
hot day, a cotton twin set
teamed with a long, flowing
skirt offers an easy solution to
over-air-conditioned environments.."When a women goes
outside, she can then tie the
cardigan around her neck or
txvist.
"It serves as an accessory
but it's also functional," she
notes.
Indeed, part of the success
cotton twin sets have eexperdan
forbeattriretaileec
ienced tom thn
tionalbuted
transidressing. "Cotton's na-

News LISA

A cotton twin set, like this one
from Susie Tompkins, is a
versatile classic.
tural temperature control
makes it comfortable yearround," explains Libby Clark,
senior director, Retail Implementation for Cotton Incorporated. "It keeps you cool
and dry in warm weather, but
is adaptable enough for the fall
and winter. In addition, a cotton twin set is an especially
smart choice for informal office settings because it can be
used as a jacket alternative or
instead of a blouse. It's the
perfect season-spanning wardrobe stretcher."
Kathryn Dean, president of
the Tobe Report, an apparel
trend newsletter, believes
"twin sets are a customer favorite because they have the
flexibility to be worn in tandem or separately. Since the
value and versatility influencing what women buy, twin sets
rank high on the must-have
list."

•New York...
FROM PAGE 12
— There are 7,300 professional models in the city.
— The four largest mannequin manufacturers in the
world are based in New York
City, producing over 200,000
mannequins each year.
— Fashionable residents of
the city spend more money on
clothing per capita than residents of any other major U.S.
city.
— The five largest tie companies in the country are located in New York City, pro-

ducing about 35,550,000 ties
each year. Laid end-to-end, the
ties would stretclrvi0,000
miles.
— There are 114 vendors of
buttons in the fashion district.
— The largest button in the
world tops an information
kiosk at Seventh Avenue and
39th Street; it's held upright
by a 31-foot-long needle.
— The top 10 fashion magazines are based in New York
City, serving a national audience estimated at 30 million
readers.

Buy Your
Spring Fashions
Locally
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•Paper patterns...

FROM PAGE 11

and his mother moved to Ant- liked them and recommended
werp, Belgium, where his that he study at the Ecole de la
they're in their garden cutting
trees, they've still got the
grandfather owned a shipping Chambre Syndicale de la Haute
company.
1(x)k."
Couture.
So does Sanchez, looking ariAn only child, Sanchez says
"My family thought I should
strocratic with brushed-back
he delved into "a never-never go into the shipping business,
silver hair, ascot, three or four
land" of books, comic strips, but I had not a clue about shipsilver rings, and impeccably
movies and imaginary travels, ping, nor did I care," says
polished shoes.
which kindled a passion for Sanchez. "Belgium was not my
"I don't stem Co look . like
grand fashion.
calling.- I had to get the hell out
"When I was a teen-ager, of there., and I did."
the normal American who goes
'You've got to decide what
to the Hard Rock Cafe," Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich - and all that glamour of Holly- you want in life, so I went
Sanchez says. "I must look like
wood in the '30s influenced me home and said, 'Mother, I'm
someone from Transylvania.
When I come out of (my apart- extremely. [felt it very strongly leaving for Paris.' And 1 left."
Yves Saint Laurent was a
in my clothes. And it grew into
ment), I don't have a knapsack
classmate, and they cultivated a
and sneakers. I wouldn't know a business."
how to wear them. I'm much
Lounge robes and pajamas of friendship that still endures.
"We did draw much better
more comfortable with a jacket sensuous quilted satin, metallic
brocade and cut velvet are his than the others, even if I say
and old-fashioned clothes.
"I come from a generation in forte. Today, his couture has so," says Sanchez. "We did
which you take it for granted found its way into the war- whatever we wanted to do. Perthat you're well-dressed. It's a drobes of Diana Ross, Halle fection was not enough. We
natural gesture. It's a discipline Berry, Marisa Berenson and were snobs because we knew
Diane von Furstenberg.
very good clothes."
I was taught in my childhood
Sanchez's original muse was
After an internship at the
whatever happens on whatever
his mother, a fashion plate. house of Nina Ricci, Sanchez
level, you always have to look
"My mother was indeed very was brought in by Saint Laugood."
rent, designated heir to the
Sanchez is serious about this. beautiful and extremely elegant.
House of Dior, to be Dior's
"I demand that people make She adored clothes and adored
an effort with their appearance dressing," says Sanchez. "She assistant. There Sanchez
when I invite them to my home. had her clothes made to order. I designed accessories, intimate
You will not catch me at home still remember a nightgown she apparel and leisure wear.
looking like a ragamuffin."
His loungewear in brilliant
had custom-made in Paris."
The son of a Spanish father
hues includes a dramatic cashAt 16, Sanchez accompanied
and Belgian mother, Sanchez his mother to Paris and attended
mere kimono in lilac or hot
was born in Santander, a sea- a couture showing by Jacques
pink, $1,500. Prices start at
side city in northern Spain. Still Fath. Sanchez showed his drawaround $100 for a brushed satin
a child when his father died, he ings to the famed designer, who jacquard sleep shirt.

FROM PAGE 7
the same designers, as the society women they admired."
The exhibition makes note
of some historic trends and
events: affordable fashion during the Depression years, pat- terns designed to give second
life to materials taken from old
clothing during conservationminded efforts during World

War II, and the mass wedding
of Unification Church adherents in 1983, when 2,075
brides wore identical wedding
dresses made from paper
patterns.
Also noted are,ther establishment ancj- groWth of pattern
companies, including Simplicity, McCall's and Vogue.
For information, call (212)
760-7760.

/ .1000s of used and antique books
.100's of used CD's
'Audio books for sale or rent
'Personalized children's books

The Bookshelf

Souttiside Shopping Center
615 South Hwy. 641

753-4876

Children

Rentals from '65-80
Complete with all accessories.
Over 75 styles to choose from.

Portraits By Allison Photography
Aren't Expensive, They're Priceless!

Call about prom
specials.

Seniors

15

Harry Allison & Lance Allison

753-8809
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Congratulations 'Melissa
On This Fine Honor.
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